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PREFACE 

In Septembers 19549 e. group of men representing various scientific 
and engineering fields embarked on the twelve months of study which 
culminated·in·this reporto For nine of these months 9 formal classroom 
and student laboratory work occupied their timeo A~ the end of that 
period 9 these six students were presented with a problem in reactor designo 

This is a summary report of the study~ 'the research~ the p'roblems and 
the solutions which developed during the final ten~weeks period of the 
school termo It must be realized that 9 in so short a time 9 a study of t.hi.s 
scope cannot be guaranteed complete or free of erroro This nthesis" is not 
offered as a polished engineering report but rather as a record of the work 
done by the group under the leadership of the group leadero It is repro~ · 
duced for use by those pers.ons competent to a:ssess the uncertainties 
inherent in the results obtained in terms of the preciseness of the technical 
data and analytical methods employed in the studyo In the opinion of the 
stu4ents and faculty of ORSORT 9 the problem has served the pedagogical pur
pose for which it· was intendedo 

As a matter of historical fact and pride we point out that similar 
investigations by student groups of previous ORSORT classes have led to 
sufficiently encouraging results to warrant more exhausi~e studies9 in at 
least one instance, a reactor first investigated by a student group is soon 
to become a physical realityo There is also recorded an instance in which 
calculations contained in a simi£ar report were uncritically abstracted and 
applied to a study for which they were never intendedo It is to avoid the 
recurrence of the latter experience that we have taken some pains to acquaint 
the reader with the character of this reporto 

The faculty wishes to join the authors in an expression of appreciation 
for the assistance which various ·members of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
have so generously contributedo In particular 9 the guidance of the group 
consultant, Lloyd Go Alexander 9 is gratefully acknowledgedo 

F o Co VonderLage 

for 

The Faculty of ORSORT 
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ABSTRACT 

A central station power fluid fuel reactor. has been designed in 

which heat is removed by- direct contact of the fuel with an immiscible 

coolant. Object of this.design is to minimize fUel holdup outside the 

reactor core by utilizing the excellent heat transfer characteristics 

of direct contact cooling. 
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A new concept of heat removal from-a fluid fuel reactor was investigated 

·to determine what economic advant~ges mi"ght be attained by minimizing fuel 

holdup in the primary heat exchangero A central station power reactor of 

300 Mw electrical capacity has been designed in which a liquid fuel is 

cooled by direct contact with an immiscible liquid in a jet pump. Fuel 

liquid is a solution of u233 at a concentration of 305 ppm in molten bismuth. 

Coolant is the KCl-LICl entectic which melts at 6S4°F. Breeding is accomp .. 

lished in an external blanket -qsing a 1.0% by weight dispersion of thorium 

in bismuth as the fertile .material. 

_The react?r cores is a 6 1 b.1 6° right circular cylider of graphite 

with 1 1/2 inch fuel tubes. Moderator to fuel solution volume ratio is oneo 

Moderator to fertile slurry ratio in the 3 foot blanket is two. To minimize 

fuel holdup irt external piping flow in t.he core is through a two~pass 

arrangement with a cross~over header at the bottom of the core. 

·Heat exchange takes place in a circular disc jet pump located . .3 feet 

ai?ove the top of the core. Transfer of momentum from the coolant to the'fuel 

supplies the driving force to overcome friction losses in the core. To re= 

duce entrainment of coolant with the fuel~ an annular settling ring limits 

velocity of the fuel stream to 1 foot per second as it returns to the core. 

Heat from the blanket is removed in a conventional shell-and tube exchanger. 

The bulk of the heat from the core is utilized in the steam boilerso 

The remaining fraction superheats the saturated steam from the boiler to 759 

°F. In the main superheater~ heat from the blanket raised the ste~ 

temperature to the thro·C.tle conditions of lOOO~F at 1450 psia. Efficiency 

.. 
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in the st.raight expansion cycle without reheat teo ·a condem1er back pressure 

of 1 1/2 inches of Hg is 39 percent. Moisture cont.ent is 12%. 

A small but insignificant savings in power cost is realized by reduction 

of the u233 inventory through use of the high performance jet pump heat ex~ 

,. changer. Total f'uel inventory charges amount· to only .03. mills/kwh and 70%. 

of this inventory is in components outside the core an~ primary heat ex~ 

changer system (blanket and processing plant holdup for Pa decay)e From 

this it can be seen that inventory charges for fissionable material within 

the reactor core and heat exchanger·are such a small fraction of the total 

power cost that no significant, cost reduction is possible through improved 

heat exchanger perform.ance. This point was particularly true for this' 

reactor system because of the low critical fuel concentration. 

Other costs closely parallel those of the Liquid Metal Fuel Reactor 

designed at Brookhaven National Laboratory which employs the same type · 

reactor fuel 1vi th a conventional primary 'heat. exchanger. Some saving might 

accrue fl .. om a :.'eduction in the primary heat exchanger costs~ but this is 

offset by the added cost of the fused salt systemo Chemical processing 

cost.s are nearly identical for both systemSin 

In the present direct liquid contact cooling design~ several problems 

l o Exact. heat ex~hange performance in the jet. pump is unknown because 

of the uncertainty of drop size and heattT.ansfer coefficient within the jeto 

It was shown that if the fuel. were dispersed in drops no larger than 1/8 

inch in diameter~ heat exchange ·was adequate in the Oo2 second contact time 

in the jet pmnp. 

' ; ,., 
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2o Entrainment of the high neutron cross section ~alt with the fuel 

would constitute a serious poison in the core. Dimensions of an adequate 

settling r:i,ng for phase separation can cnly be determined experimentally" 

One alternative is the development of a salt coolant with lower cross section. 

A possibility is the NaF-BeF2 eutectico 
. . . . ·' 

3o Sui table material of construction for the jet pump· ·which would 

stand up under the high jet velocities required and the mixture of molten 

bismuth and fused salt at temperatures up to l400°F is not knowno rwo pqssible 

materials existo Graphite is yorrosion resistant but probably is subject to 

erosion at the high jet velocitieso. Molybdenum should be' satisfactory but 

at the, present time suitable fabrication techniques are not know~o 

An alternate heat exchanger was investigated in which partial counter= 

current heat exchange is effected by admitting coolant in tangentical jetso 

Phase separation is also e:p.hanced through centrifugal action. However 9 flow 

patterns were so complex that an adequate analytical treatment of pump per-

formance and possible flow rates ir;as not developedo 

·-
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loO ·INTRODUCTION ~·cHOICE OF SYSTEM 

lol Objectiv...@§. Qf froposJill Reactor ~si_gn 

Fluid fuel reactors have been shown to have several advantages I . 
over heterogeneous ;eactors for power productiono However~ the fluid fuel 

/ 
reactors in general introduce n.ew and different problems to the field of 

reactor technologyo One distinct disadvantage of this type reactor is the 

large .inventory of fissionable material contained outside the core in· 

piping~ heat exchanger 9 and p~pso In some cases, such as in the homogeneous 

reactors.with D20 solutions and the Liquid Metal FUel Re~'?t?:,.which employs 

molten bismuth 9 the fUel bearing liquid is also quite valuableo This holdup 

of valuable mateTial outside the reactor core 9 if excessive 9 not only inflicts 

an economic penalty 9 but also creates a potential safety hazard in that 
. . 

several critical masses of fissionable material are contained within close 

proximityo 

-The object of this study was to design a fluid fueled central 

station power reactor with an absolute minimum of fuel solution contained in 

reactor externalso 

,.of course 9 economics must be an undeTlying objective of any power 

reactor designo Advantages achieved in reducing fuel inventory 9 if brought 

about through expensive .snd complex designs 9 may· have little significance<? 

Thus 9 a secondary objective yas the investigation of the feasibility of ~e 

proposed reactor for economic power production in comparison with reactora 

of similar designo 

lo2 SYstems Considered 

While the original proposal did not define the eXa.ct method to 

achieve the above objectives 9 one means of doing this YaS suggestedo This 



consisted of employing a secondary coolant stream immiscible with the fuel · 

solution, to remove neat-by direct liquid contact of the ·fUel and coolant 

streams in a liquid jet near the core-reflector inte~faceo In this scheme 9 

fuel holdup in external piping is virtually :r..on=existent,9 this,. coupled· with 

the excellent heat transfer characteristics of direct liquid contact which 

keeps heat exchanger holdup low, reduces external fuel solution·holdup to a 

minimumo 

Since the problem was not restricted to the above scheme~ several 

other 'designs were proposed in the initial phases of the work to achieve in 

some measure the stated objectives~ Those designs which appeared most promis~ 

ing were investigated further o From preliminary calculat:i.ons the performance 

of each system was estimated and on this basis~ a.system was chosen from a 

r~ference design studyo 
'· 

lo21 Bismuth Fueled·Reactor~ Internally CoQJed by ~ater and Sodi~ 

In many resp€cts, bismuth is an excellent carrier for fissionable 

mat.erial :tn a fluid fuel power reactoro It has a low capture cross section 9 

is suitable for high temperature operation~ has good heat transfer properties 9 

' and is relatively non~corrosiveo 

In this design (Section 5ol in Appendix) it was pz'opcsed .. to contain 

a mel t.en bismuth=ura.nium fuel solution in double=walled tu.bes ~1. thin the coree 

No fue~ would be. circulated outside the corea Cooling would be affected by 

circulating another non-fuel bearing liquid or liquids within the core., 

Liquids proposed were sodi1!ID and water. This design obvicusly eliminated 

external fuel holdup ·while introducing several other real disadvantages o. 

These areg 

'• 
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lo Poisoning ef'fects of the coolant~ wa~er and sodium~ and the 

steel ~ube walls o From the preliminary calculations ma:x:inrum breeding ratio 

attainable was estimated only i;q the oT.der of Oo3o This would introduce a 

serious economic handicapo 

2o· Increased critical mass due to poisons in the core., While ex= 

ternal fuel holdup was eliminated, the total fuel requirements would not be 

ma~erially changedo 

· · J.. Comp1ex physical systen.14 Construction of a system to contain 

three incompatible liquids within the core would be extremely difficult if 

possible at allo 

1~22.· Direct Liquid Contact Cooli.ng 

Several methods were proposed for cooling the fuel solution b,y 

direct liquid contact vJith an immisd,ble coolant" In general, these methods 

differed in physical design and theoretically could be applied to any of two 

or three different fuel~coolant systemso 

lo221 ~owered Pump ~ Centrifugal SeP,arator 

One unique design proposed for direct liquid contact cooling con~ 

sisted of a powered centifugal separator located directly above the core . . 
(Appendix. 5o2)o Hot fuel is admitted in the form of small drops near. the 

. center of the turning bowl and coolant near the peripheryo The centrifugal 

action induces counter-current flow of the liquids, and heat exchange takes 

place as the fluids moye from one edge to the other of the whirling bowll 

The big advantage of this design is that true counter~current heat. exchange 

is achievedo The centrifugal force also aids in rapid separation of the phaseso 

Although the idea appears sound and the turning bowl could be designed with 

only one atmospheric Seal~ the device WOUld be quite monstr?US sitting on 
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top of the coreto Estimated siz-e was 8 feet in diameter and 6 feet higho 

It wou14 have to turn at only 50=100 rpmo It was proposed to pump.the 

coolant wi.th an impeller located aboYe the separator~ attached to and 

driven by the same shaft to which the separator was attachedo 

1 o.222 Jet I\.lmp - Heat Exchanger 

In defining the o~iginal proposal for a Reactor School summer 

p~ojectp the basic new idea presented was the removal of heat from a power' 

reactor by contacting the fuel with an immiscible coolant in a jet pump 

located at the core~reflector interfaceo In the jet ~~p 9 heat trans£er 

would be veTy rapid due to the high· deg:;:oee of tm.~bu.ls:nce in the jet mixing 

t'V.be o Momentum transfex· from the coolant to the · fuel solution would provide 

the necessa.ry head to overGome p:ressure losses j.n t.he core.o Centrifugal 

separation of the phases also seemed advisable and -was to be effected in a 

series of cyclones located on t.he core peripher-y o Three advantages were 

apparent for "the systemo 

lo Mechanically, it is simple; there are no moving partso 

~o Heat transfer would be very x·apid o Prelimin.ary calculations 

showed that heat transfer would not be a problems but were found later to 

be optimistic due to numeric.al erroro 
.. 

~o ·External hold-up: would be very smallo . 

Offset,ting these advantages are three distinct dxawbacks~ 

lo Co-currant. heat exchange in the jet necessitates a much higher 

ove:rall.temperat.ure range within the system., 

2o Very high jet nozzle velocities~ i~ the order of' 50 to 75 feet 

per second~ are required to impar~ s-ufficient, momentum to the fuel solutiono 

It is possible no material of construction wo:uld ;..rit.hsrtan.d such velocities at 
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the high terupera·tures invo1vedo 

3o T:r~:nsfer of kinetic:: energ-J in a jet pump is ex"t:femely ln~ 

efficient~ 

lo223 Jet Excha:uger 

J,n av, effort to achieve the advantages of both of the aboVe s~be~e~ 9 

a design was proposed in which heat exchange takes place in a lai~ge .cyL1.ndrical 

Ve~~sel. located 1 as in the ot.aer designs, O:t\ top of t.he COT6o 'fhe group making 

this design study cannot claim originality in this idea since a similar 

scheme for· a heat .. ·exchanger had been proposed at Brookhaven 1-qat.:l.onal X.isbora= 

tory(l3) o The fuel stream uould be admitted generally in the centez- of the 

vessel and ths coolant in tangential jets at the pariphe~Jo The high welo~ity 

'' coolant imparts sufficient kinetic energy to the fuel to set up :;;-apid ~nrl .. ";:"l= 

ing flo\-r o Recove:cy of part c·f the weloci ty head and p~essure head due to 

centrif"ugal lorce l-rould suppiy d.:t.~i ving force to pUlrll.p the f'j1el streatil o '!'he 

centrifugal force would aid in phase separationo 

Three main advaute.ges were seen f'or this system over the or&h1B.ey 

lo Heat transfer -would approach that obtain.ed in tnJ.e counter= 

current now 0 

2o The coolant jet.s wculd not be Sllbject to the high t.hemal 

· stresses which' appeared to be Q~avoidable in the noraml jet pumpo 

. 3o Phase separation shotud be rapid due to centrif"Ugal force i:a 

the whirling fluido 

From the beginning the quesM.on arose as to whether the cmmter~ 

CUJ"':'rent flow as was visualized ;.ras ac·(,ually pos:siV?le o Estimating perfom.aY.lce . 

of this system "Was extremely difficu..l..to 

,; - ; 
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le3 Choice 2f PhzsiQgl ~~ 

.Appro:rlmately two 'ltJeeks of study were spent in evaluating the above 

four system~ before a choice was mad~?. for r~f'erence desigXlo 

From elementary nuclear ealculaM_ons on the sodium-water internally 

cooled reactor 9 it was evident t..hat breeding ratio was t.oo lo·w to achieve 

economic power, and this scheme was abandonedo 

Preliminary calculations on the powered pump~separator indicated 

that the design t-:ould be made to ope:r.ste 9 and 'While the turnin.g bowl would 

be quite large, it would move relatively slowly compared tp similarly sized 

equipment SUCh aS tu:r·bineS ~ COmpreSSO!'i3' etc 0 11 llOWeVer' it still WaS an 

extremely complicated ~ys:tem located in a high radi-9.tion fieldo While there 

were s orne advantages to the syetem :u.ot att.e.inable in the others~ the com

plexity .of t~1e machine was felt sufficier.t reason to discontinue work on tM.s 

designo · 

This narrowed .the choice to one of thE;! tv10 jet systems o It was 

evident fr-om preliminary calculations that high jet ~reloc5.ties would be 

necessary to impart the requ:tred head to the fuel solutiono tfuile no data 

could be found en jet pumping of one fluid by another with greatly different 

densities, performance could be estimated f:r.-om theor~tical calculationso 

.!r~ the i.nitial investigation of heat tx-a.nster characteristics 9 

it appeared that there would be no difficulties with eitber systemo Heat 

transfer would be very rapid as long as drops of the dispersed phase were no 

larger than about an eighth to a quarter inch in diametero 

If all the ad't'antages of the centrifugal exchanger~separator could 

be realized~ it seemed quite ·superior to the jet pl:unpo Bu.t, at that stage 9 

operating characteristics of the former could hardly be visualized, let alone 



be accurately calculatedo Consequently9 it was decided to continue work in 

parallel on both designs until a clear-cut choice could be ma,de_o Eventually 

both were carried through as far as time and analytical means permittedo 

,,:~~~~t;'r' · lo4 Choice .Qi Chemical System 

In the proposed reactor design 9 many rather stringent requirements 

are placed upon the choice of fuel and coolanto The most important of these 

areg 

lo The fuel carrier and coolant must be mutually insolubles or. 

exhibit only a slight solubilityo 

2o ·uranium must be soluble in the carrier and insoluble in the 

""oola"'t -"; .. , . · ·_. '"· 
'¥. . .II..J. (' - .. ~ ~~ ••• '!"-~· 

3o The liquids must be stable chemically to each othero 

4o Radiation damage products of one liquid must not adversely affect 

the othero 

5o Densities of the liquids must be sufficiently different to 

~fford rapid phase separatidno 

. 6·o Interfacial tension must be such that there is no tendency for 

the liquids to emulsifY o 

7o Some material of yonstruction must be stable in contact with a 

mixture of the liquids at operating temperatureso 

So The coolant should have low nuclear cross section to prevent . 

poisoning by entrainment in the fuelo 

Three fuel~coolant combinations were considered which might fulfill 

some or all of the above requirementso These wereg 

lo Aqueous fuel.with an organic liquid coolanto 

2o Fused fluoride fuel solution with liqUid metal coolanto 

· .3o Molten bismuth=uranium fuel with fused salt coolant~ 
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While the aqueous fuel-organic coolant combinatiorl satisfies many 

of the requirements listed~ it falls far short on some of the others, notably 

points 4 and 5o The use of organics in the core of a reactor, to many people 

acquainted with the radiation damage problem~ is completely infeasibleo How~ 

ever, a heterogeneou~ power rea~toJ; has been. designed(2 ) to be cooled. and 

moderated with bi-phenylo In the present design two additional problems_ aris~~ 

First~ radiation damage to the organic. would be more severe than in a hetero-

geneous reactor because of the intimate contact.between the fuel and coolanto 

In the heterogeneous system, damage is due to neutrons, beta end gamma rays, 

while in the fluid fuel reactor, in addition to these, fission fragments 

contribute greatly to the radiation damageo The second and more severe prob-

lem would. arise due to the value of D20~ which all aqueollS power breeders 

employ as fuel carrying liquido Radiation damage to the organic would produce 
' 

H2 'lvhich would be mixed with D2 from D,20 decompositlo:no Thus~ recombination 

wc1.:tld produce heavy water less em·iched in deuteriumo 'I'he suggested use ~f 

an organic with H2 replaced 'by D2 -would not solve the problem because of the 

large losses of organic in the form of tars due to radia.tlon damage o 

The fused fluoride fuel~liqu:id. metal coolant appears to satisfy_most 

of the requirementso At least it is thought some combination could be found 

which 1rrould sati-sfy the mutual stability and solubility requirements e Radiation 

damage would not be a problem and on the surface no other serious difficulties 

e.ppearedo 

However 9 much more was known about the third system (u-ranium-bismuth 

fuel-fused salt coolant) from the work done during the past four years at· 

Bro9khaven National Laboratory on the Liquid Metal Fuel Reacto~,.~ In the 

- • I 



development of chemical processing of the molten fUel by. fused salt extraction 

of fission products 9 it has been shown that~ under the proper oxidizing ' 

conditions 9 uranium will remain dissolved in bismuth wh:Ue· in contact with 

a eutectic mixture of LiCl.,..KClo It was also found that the liquids ar~ 

easily separated after mixing 9 due in part to the great density difference 

and al~o to the fact they show no tendency to emulsifyo The liquids can be 

contained in t..lle 400 series stainless steels o ObviouslY 11 from a nuclear 

standpoint 11 the LiCl=KCl·.eutectic would be a serious poison if carried with 

the fuel into the coreo 

After car.ef'ul considex-ation of the above systems 11 the combination 

chosen for reference design wasg 

Fuet = Uranium dissolved in molten bismutha 

Coolan:~ ~ LiCl=KCl eutectic (65% KCl by weight) o 

Certainly 11 ways should be investigated to minimize the potential 

poison efi"ect of the coolant if thi~ design is: eve:r to be made ~ractics.lo 

Sev·eral possibilities existo Work is underway at BNL to replace the very high 

cross section LiCl with MgCl2 or some other chlorideo Conceivably 9 some 

fluoride eutectic could be used 11 t"~ough in general the melting po:tnts of most 

of the fluorides are too high to be consider.edo However~ NaF2=BeF2 eutecti© 

melts at 325°0 9 and thus could be postulated as a possible coo1anto Only 

experimental 'L.York in the laboratory would show ·whether another proposed fused 

salt coolant would sat:i.sfy the stability requirementso 

2o0 REFERENCE DESIGN DATA 

In this section, is presented sign.ificant data for the reference 

designo The reasoning behind the choices of these parameters is shown in 

' 
-I 

·~ 
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subsequent sectioriso All detailed calculations are illustrated by derivations 

and numerical examples in· the appendixo 

2ol Overall Design 

Type Reactor - Central Station Power 

Electrical Power - 300 Mw 

He~ t Powe.r - 770 Mw 

Reactor Nuclear· Type~ Two· region with breeding in. external blanketo 

2o2 ~ Design 

Fuel - Uranium dissolved in molten bismuth, at.a concentration of 

285 ppm by weighto 

·~·· 

Moderator ~ Graphite 

Fuel/Moderator Volume Ratio ~ 1 

General Configuration = Two pass flow through right cylinder with 

entry and exit at top, and crossover header at bottomo 

Diuiensions: 

Core~ 6 feet by 6 feet right cylinder 

Fuel Tubes~ 1 1/2 irich diameter of 2o02 inch triangular centers 

Average thermal nux ~ 2o9S X lol5 nv . 

Average fast flux ~ 3o95 x lo15 nv 

Peak thermal flux - 7o3 x lol5 

Power generated ~ 650 Mw heat = 84o4% of total power. 

? .. 3 Blanket· Q.esign · 

bismutho 

rertil.~ Material: ThoriUm as a 10% by .weight dispersion in molten 

u233 concentration -.300 ppm 

Graphite/bismuth and thorium volume ratio = 2 



=2~= 

Blanket thickness = 3ft 

Average the~al flux <=> 1 o29 x 1014 nv 

Average fast flux = 3o48 x lol4 nw 

Power generated = 120 Mw heat 9 equal 15o6% of total powe~ 

Br~eding :ratio g:: Oo987 

2o4 Heat !xchanger 

Two different ~ypes ~r·dire~t liquid contact heat exchangers war~ 

investigatedp one in which he~t exchange takes place within a.circular disc 

. jet pump and the other in which the fUsed salt coolant is admitted through 
. ' . 

peripheral jets and flows semi=countar currently to the uranium=bismuth 

·fuel solution o While the latter appears to have several advantages o.ver the 

circular disc jet pump scheme v .1 ts performance has not bee:p. estimated with 

any accuracy becaus_e of the complex flow arrangement o . 

2o41 Circular disc iet pumJ2.=exchanger 

Jet radius = lo9 ft 

Coolant/fuel volume flow ratio = 2 

Salt velocity in jet throat = 75 ft/sec 

Head developed in fuel stream in jet pump = 14o0 psi 

Pressure loss is ccolant stream across· je.t pump = 46~7 psi 

Fuel drop size = Ool25 in D 

Contact time = Oo2 se~ 

Temperatures& 

Fuel.inlet = 1407·~ 

Fuel exit 6 9740F 

Coolant inlet = 700°F 

Coolant exit = 917°F. 

··' ., 
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Jet Exchanger ~ Centrifugal Se~arator 

\ 
. . \ . 

Coolant/fuel volume 'flow ra~io = 2 
. \ 

Salt velocity in jet'= 65.ft/sec 

Number of jets = 4 

Head developed in fuel stream = l4o0 psi (assuming 50% recovery 

of kinetic energy head)o 

Pressure lo~· in coolant stream 44 psi 

Temperatures& 

Fuel inlet = 1200QF 

Fuel exit = 76'fJF ·1 
Coolant inlet - 700°F ) 

Coolant·exit- 917°F 

2o5 Chemical Processing· 

'' . 

The core 'fuel solution will be processed for fission product removal 
! . ,, 

and the blanket solution for uranium recovery by a scheme proposed at Brook= 

haven N~tional Laboratory for the Liquid Metal Fuel Reactor and briefly 

outlined in Sections 6 ol and 6 o·2 . of this report o 

Processing Cyclesg 

Core coolant salt = 20 dats 

Core fuel steam ~ 173 days 

Blanket = 34o7 days· 

These processing cycles .will maintain fission product poison level 

at the arbitrarily assumed Oo05 fractiono 

The blanket cycle is determined by the d·esired u2.33 co~centration 
/ 

in the blanket which is in turn fixed by power generateion permitted in the. 

blanket and the effect of concentration on breedingo 



Turbine Type 

Pressure = 1450 psia 

Temperat~e = l000°F 

Condenser back pressure = 1 1/2 69 

Moisture content of steam to condenser = 12 1/3% 

Number feed water heaters ~ 5 

Overall thermodynamic efficiency • . .39% 

Water Heaters 

Heat transfer area ~ l 9Sl0 ft2 

Number of tubes = 2S2 

IoDo (tube) = 0·~700 111 

Length = 35 ft 

Over~all heat transfer coefficients = 938 BTU/br.ft~F 

.· 
Heat transfer area 13,100 ft2 

Number of tubes ; 1,376 

IoDo (tube) "' Oo700 91 

Length "" 52 ft 

,, 

Over=all heat transfer cuefficierrl.s :.: U; = 938 BTU/hi' ott::! OF 
U2 = 3S2 BTU/hroft2 OF 

First Super Heater (Heat from fused salt) 

Heat transfer area = 59420 rt2 
\ 
Number of tubes ; 1 9376 

Length = 2lo5 ft 

Over=all heat transfer coefficient ( U) = 3S3 B'fU/hr oft2 OF 

., 
- !.~ 



Second Superheater (heat from blanket) 

Overall (U) = 383 

6T ·= 150°F 

Heat transfer area. ·required = 7 9130 ft 

Number of exchangers 

Tubes per exchanger ~ 137~ 

Inside diameter (tube) = Oo700 00 

Length = 28o3 ft 

Feed Water Heaters 

Number = 5 

Temperature rise of feed water ~ 416 

Percent of throttle steam bled off to feed water he.aters 42% . 

2o7 Estimated Costs 

Using the best available figures from the cost analysis of the 

Liquid Metal Fuel Reactor(3)~ the cost of electric power from the '~"is 

7 mils/Kwho Using the same costs where applicable 9 ~e .cost of power from 

the direct liquid contact cooled reactor proposed in this report is 6 mills/kwho 

This saving is due entirely to the lower unit construction and operating costs 

of a larger planto· Bismuth 9 thorium 9 and u233 holdups throughout the system 
( . . . 
\ . .. . 

are shown in Table I and the power cost-Oreakd9wn i~ presented in Table IIo 
\ 

It can be seen that inventory charges are insigpdficant compared with the 
\,' 

major power costso 

·.: 

';· 



TABLE I 

HOLD=UPS IN REACTOR SYSTEM 

·.···. Gal.Bi IJ:ons Th 

Core 

Blanket 

Core Heat Exchanger 9 and 
Piping · 

Blanket Heat Exchanger 

Blanket Chemical Process · 

Core Chemical Process 

Total 

~ 

685 

2450. 

2105 

.368 

614 

-·.-:·. -~·:~\4.~~4--·· 
_M.:.~ ... , o 

TABLE II 

POWER COST BREAKDOWN 

Capital Costs (not including boiler equipment) 
; 

Capital Costs (reactor and heat exchanger) 

Chemical Processing 

u233 Makeup (breeding ratio Oo98) 

u233 Inventory at 4% 

Bi Inventory at 12% 

Station Op~ration and Maintenance 

Total 

12 

2 

Mills/KWH 

2o13 

·lo:37 

loB? 

0.;03 

Oo03 

·Oo06 

Oo52 

5~99 

','· 

......... ·····-···. -·········· ... 
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3o0 DESIGN OF CORE 

The only requirement specified when design of the core was under= 

taken was the power output == 300 Mw of electricityo The thorium u233 

breeding cycle was chosen since the reactor is·oo~ically thermalo 

3 o1 .. Parametric §~udy of Effect of Core Parameters .Q!1 Bre~d~n_g _Ratio 

While the primary purpose of.this design was not to maximize 

breeding ratio 9 X!l'iJmerous previous studies have shown the ne·cessi ty for a 

high breeding ratio if a reactor is to produce economic powero For this 

reason 9 a parametric study was undertakein to dete:v:'mine the effects of core 

size and moderat.or to fuel volume ratio (Vm/Vr) on breeding o After the 

parameter values which gave high breeding ratios were determined 9 the core 

. was designed considering the flow arrangement· (pressUre drop calculations) 

in conjm~ction with nuclear calculationso 
• I I .. -.. 

For the parametric study 9 a one=velocity_.two=region nuclear model 

modified with a fast leakage ·correction was usedo It was arbitrarily de.,: 

cided to breed in an external blanket~ though subsequent studies have shown 

that the core of the two=region reactor to ·produce 300 Mw of electricity is 

too large to permit sufficient leakage to the blanket for high breeding ratiosc 

Spherical geometry,was .assumed and the resulting core sizes converted to a 

right cylinder~by equating the one region bu©klingso 

The only important effect of.moderator to fuel ratio is the increase 

in thermal utilization with smaller Vm/Vr l'atioso Figure 1 shows this effecto 

From this fnd Figure 2 9 which shows breeding ratio as a function of moderator 

to fuel:. rat'io at various u2.33 core concent~ations~ it can be seen that breeding 

ratio is higher for low Vm/Vr Tatioso From other considerations (see 3o3) a 

r~tio of 181 was chosen as the smallest feasibleo 
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Using this ratio the critical size of the reactor is'shown in 

Figure 3 and the.critical mass in Figure 4 as a function cf ti233 concan~ 

tration in the bismuth st.reamo For the 6 foot by 6 foot right cylindrical 

core configuration choaen, the crit.ical ccucentration can be seen to be· .390 

ppm;, Later more accurate two=group ca.lculations made in det.ami~ing 'blanket· 

parameters showed the required core concentration to be 285 ppmo .· 

3o2 §ff~j;. of Heat Exchanger on Core 12§l~ign 
. I , . • , ' ., , -

In a ·circulating fuel re.actor 9 o1.1e of the major holdups outside 

the core is in the pipin.g from the top of the core out to the heat ex~hanger 

and then from the heat exchanger back to.the coreo For the flow rates re

quired9 if the fuel velocity in piping i,s limited to 10 ft/sec 9 now area is 

about 6 1/2 square feet and holdup nearly 50 gall~ns per linear foot of pipeo 

To minimize this external piping holdup~ a two-pass t~ow pattern in 

the core is proposed o · Fu.el flows u:p the central region of the core~ through 

the heat exchanger and settlimg ann.ular ring~ down the outside area of the core 9 

a~ross a header at the bottom and then back up the core center., With this 

arrangement the only external piping is that from tbe top of the core UP: 

through the moderator to the heat exchanger and that back to the outer edge of 

the coreo Figure 5 shows thia flow patter;':! and the heat excpanger in relation 

to the core and blanketo 

In the initial design9 the direct liquid contact heat exchanger was 

located in the blanket~ just abo~re the coreo !t became obvious~ when the size 

of the heat exchanger was calculated, that in this position the salt was a 
.! 

serious poison o Therefore~ the heat exchanger was moved up and three feet of 

reflector inserted between it. and.'the coreo 

/ . ~~ .. 
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Figure 5 
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Reactor Core, Blanket, and Jet Pump Heat ExchangeT 



If it \oTere not for the fuel entrand.e and exit lines from the core 9 

the heat exchanger would capture very few neutronso However~ fuel in the 

lines effectively raises the co~centration of u233 in the blanket segment on 

top of the core to a much higher level than in the·rest of the reflector~ 

thus increasing flux and fast leakageo An adequate mathematical analysis of 

the effect·'was not developed~ so the exact effect of the heat exchanger is 

unknowno In essence 9 the heat exchanger·should not be considered a neutron 

poison at its location above the reflector~ since the problem of entrance and 

exit lines is present'in any designo 

3·:o3 ,flow AJ:npgemen,i = h:~SS.Br§ DroP 

-When the nuclear calculations pointed qut the advantage in going to 

low·moderator to fuel ratios 9 several core configur~tions were investigated 

to determine how low this ratio might conveniently be madeo It was agreed 

that the fuel passages should be circular holes.in solid moderator blocks to 

simplify fabricationo 

The effect of the tube size on nuclear homogeneity was investigatedo 

For a 1 1/2 inch tube 9 flux depression in the center of the tube was con= 

siderably less than one per cent9 so .there was no disadvantage is using large 

.·size tubes from a nuclear standpoint .. 

The pressure drop through ~he core was then calcula-ted for various 
' 

tube sizes and core diameters assuming a fixed temperature rise across the 

coreo The curves are shown in Figure 6o It can be seen that for tubes: larger 

than .about one inch in diameters pressure drop through ~he core decreases 

very little with increasing tube sizeo In this range 9 mqst of the pressure 

drop is in contraction and expansion losses which are essentially independent 

of tube sizeo A 1 1/2 inch fuel tube diameter was chosen for reference 

,· 
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designp though there would be dei'inite advantages in going to even larger_ 

size tubes for ease of fabricationo The core cdntains_ 1152 1 1/2 inch 
I 

diameter tubes o For a diameter of ;£ 1/'2 inches~ this ntimber would be reduced 

The ~ower limit of moderator to fuel ratio is determined purely 
'. 

' 
from structural cons~derationso With 1 1/2 inch tubes 9 the mino sp~cing ~ 

between tubes for Vm/'lr ratio of one is only Oo52 incheso It was felt that 

mechanical strength would be seriously impaired if the holes were spaced 

closer~ though in the LMFR design a Oo833 Vm/Vr ratio is proposed with 2 in~h 

tubeso 

All flow rates were based on a temperature rise of 500°F in the 

core·o While this· is high compared to the .300tO proposed in the LMFRg there 

are certain definite reasons why~ in. the proposed design 9 a higher temperature 

rise is feasible o In the LMFR 9 the tempe:ra.tuxe rise is linrt. ted by mass trans= 

fer in the heat exchanger t1:1bes 9 and this problem does not exist. in the 

direct . fluid- contact cooled reactor o The fac'l':.ors li.m.i ting temperature rise 

are the ·lower temperature limit~ set by the melting point of the. fused salt 

coolant and the upper'limi~ set by structural strength limitations or corrosiono 

In the core itself temperature is limited,only by the uranium= .carbon reaction 

at about 1000°C~'o At· this temperature corrosion in the jet for any structural 

material other than graphite would probably be -excessive 9 and it may not be 

feasible to use grap!lite with the high jet velocities requ:iredo For the 

temperature rise of 433°F~ the upper fuel temperature is still over 1400°F9 

Which is surely near an upper temperature limit for any structural material 

other than graphiteo 

~o To Miles 9 personal communicationu 

- \ 



As shown previously 9 breeding ratio is improved by higher fuel 

concentrations and thus smaller core sizeso A compromise was 9 therefore 9 

required between a small core to give better breeding and a large core to 

decrease pressure dropo From Figure '7'i! it. ifE seen that pressure drops become 

excessive when core diameter is below about 6 feeto At this diameter 9 breed= 

ing ratio is still nearly lo0 9 so for reference design this diameter was 
:! 

chosePo At the design.conditions of 1 1/2 inch fuel tubes.and 6 inch diameter 9 

pressure drop through the core is about 12 psio This includes losses in the 

cross=over header below the coreo 

It is quite likely that it is not advantageou.s from an economic 

viewpoint to build a two=region breeder of this po~er capacityo At a lower 

power 9 the core could be made smaller and breeding ratio improved considerablyo 

One alternative 9 as proposed for the LMFR~ is to make the core height less 

than the diameter to increase leakage to the blanket for breeding and still 

retain sufficient flow area for.low p~essure los~as 

3o4 Fission ?roduct Faison Er~ctign 

For critical core concentration calculations 9 a poison fraction o~ 

Oo05 was assu.medo This is defined as absorption in fission product poisons· 

per absorption in fuelo Continuous contacting of the fuel with coolant keeps 

fused salt soluble fission products.very lowo The bulk of the poisoning is 

due· to the coolant insoluble fission productso A fuel processing cycle of 

173 days .. will k~ep the poison fraction below Oo05o Coolant is processed on 

about a. ~0 day cycle to remove the soluble fission productso-

3o5' Poison Effect of Entrained Coolant 

Any coolant entrained in the fuel solution will constitute a serious 

poison problem,in the core because of the high nuclear cross sectiono A 

• !··· 
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volume fract.ion' of only 8 x lo=5 constitutes the same poisoning effect as 

the assumed Oo05 fission product poisoning. ·It would be quite optimistic .~o 

predict that entrained ·coolant could be kept at or below this figureo Only 

experimental evidence could fully determine how serious the problem might beo 

Experience with chemical processing studies at Brookhaven National Laboratory 
.• 

have s.hown qualitatively 9 at least 9 that phase separation is quite rapido 

Actual laboratory studies are needed to produce qUantitative evidence of 

the complete separation requiredo 

Even if it. were sholffl that entrained coolant could not be kept 

below the required figure 9 the proposed design might prove feasible using a 

fused salt with lower cross sectiono As pointed out previously 9 the only 

reason for choosing the LiGl=KCl eutectic for the coolant was that ·experience 
! . .. 

at BNL had shown this to be compatible with the U=Bismuth fuel so~utiono If 

the NaF=BeF2 e~tectic could be used as coolant 9 entrainment could be 6~ times 

as high and still give a poison fraction of only Oo05o 

4o0 BREEDING BLANKET 

4ol ~al Co:nsider~;ttgp...§ = Blanket' Configuration 

Because of the complexity of.the immiscible liquid cooling of the 

core solution~ the only feasible meens of breeding is in the external blanket 

of a two=region. reactor o As pointed out previously~ the proposed· reactor core _,-J, 

is probably too large for·economic breeding in an external blanket 9 but no 

. practical one=region :reactor design could be envisioned which still utilized 

the basic idea of'immiscibl~ liquid coolingo 

It was arbitrarily decided to r.emove the heat from the blanket in 

a conventional shell and tub~ heat ex~hanger~ utilizing the heat for superheating 
/ , 



to improve steam conditions since the blanket bis~ath stream is about 230°F 

hotter than the fused salt stream in the boilero 

In the limited time available 9 no attempt was made to complete the 

blanket now design o On the side end. bottom of the. core 9 no. ·difficulties 

would be encountered in locating the breeding solut::l.on now passages o On 

top of the core .where the core ~ntrance and exit lines take up a good fra9tion 

of the total volume 9 location of flc·w passages an.d headers might prove more 

difficulto The flow passages were prestimed to be similar to those in th~ 

core~ circular holas in graphite blockso 

The proposed breeding solution is t.he one developed at Brookhaven 

for the LMFR~ a dispersion of thorium in bismutho They ~ave found that a 

concentration of 10% thorium by we:fght is the m.aximum that can be convemently 

pumpedo At this concentration~ the viscosity of the dispersion is about 10 

times that of pure bismutho 

. The effect on nuclear homogensity was checked by calculating the 

mean free path for absorption of resonance neutrons~ which is about 200 Cillo 

Thus 9 there can be lit tl·e flux depression of resonance neutrons in the flow 

passages and resonance es:cape can he calculated from a homogeneous modelo Iu 

the thermal region flux depression has little effect on thermal utilization 9 

because the macroscopic cross- section of the. moderator is only in the order 

of 5% cf the total 'absorpt:i.m1 cross sectiono 

4o2 Two=.Qroup Study of Jll~JU V.§I'iable§, 

While the critic6l mass of the core and effect of core size on 

breeding could be estimated -w·it.h sl.lfficient ~wcuxacy from the modified one= 

velocity nuclear model used for the core parametric study, this model is of 

/'~--

'· 



little use for a study of blar~et variablesv such as thickness~ carbon/ 

breeding~slurry volume ratio and u233 concentrationo The main factors of 

interest were the power generation in the blanket and the breeding ratioo 

Reactors with.l6 different blanket configurations were· calculated 

on the ORACLE 9 using the two=group 0 two=region code in spherical symmetr,yo 

(:: 

Results obtained wereg {1) critical core concentrations 9 (2) fast and thermal 

flux plots 9 and (3) complete neutron balanceso The variables studies were 

blanket thickness from 2 to 4 feat 9 .u233 concentration from 100 to 300 ppm, 

and moderator/blanket=slurry ratios of 1 and 2o 

From Figure 8 it is seen that the power generation in the blanket 

is affected only by the u233 concentration 9 and is essentially independent 

of blanket thickness and carbon to .slurry ratios o .... ,r 

Breeding ratio also proves to be an important function of only one 

variable==blanket thicknesso In Fignre 9 a sharp drop in breeding ratio is 

noted for blanket thickness below three feet while above three feet breeding 

ratio increases very slowly with thickness. Increasing the carbon to slurry 

ratio from 1 to 2 decreases the breeding ra.tio by less than l%o · This decrease 

··is due to increased absorption of neturons in graphite 9 ll.1t. is partially off'set . 

b~ a decrease in fast leakage as shown in Figure 10~ At the higher carbon/ 

slurry ratios 9 the increased amount cf carbon aids in :thermalization of fast 

neutrons. 

In choosing a blanket design 9 chemical processing cycles had to be 

considered since uranium concentration is controlled by the cycle time. The 

basic aim of the reactor design==minimization of fuel holdup==was also Szrl-- .. 

important factoro 
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As a first approximation~ the volume of slurry processed per unit 

time for recovery of u233 is inversely proportional to ·u233 concentration 

in the slurryo Thuss the flow rata through the chemical processing plant is 

only about 1/3 as great with a u233 concentration at 300 ppm as with 100 ppm. 
-:-·. 

For this re~son 9 the highest conc:ent:ra:kto:n calculated was chosen., It i's con= 

ceivable there would be advantages in going to even higher concentrations to 

fuz:ther reduce proce.ssing rates a As the concentration increases, the fast 

leakage also increases 9 and this adversely affects breedingo However 9 at a 

concentration of 300 ppm 9 the breeding ratio is only about Oo005 less than 

at a concentration of 100 ppm. To minimize bismuth arJ.d. _uranium holdups 9 the 
-

2gl carbon to slurry ratio was chosen for the blar~et designo Again 9 this 

.variable was not studied over wide enough ranges t-o determine limiting con~ 

ditions 9 but it is apparent that breeding ratio would continue to drop 1as 

' the ratio increasedo A blanket thickness of 3 f·.3et was deemed e.dequateo . 

Slightly higher breeding ratio could be attained by going to a four feet 

blanket at the expense of increasing the blanket volume 67 per ce:nto 

At the reference desi~· conditions of 300 ppm uraniuru cqncentration 9 

3 feet thickness and carbon to sluxry ratio of 29 15o6 per cent of the 

reactor power is generated in the blank<;lt 9 ·with an a-verage thermal flux (in 

the blanket) of 1.29 x lol4 and an average fast flux of 3o5 x lo14a Complete 

flux plots for the reference design reactor are shown in Figure lL It should 

be noted that approximately one~half of the fissions in ·the ~lanket take place 

in. the fast range (above 0.,065 e~,r) indicating a serious devi.at:i.on from a true 

thermal reactor o The two=group model used for these ealculations in not really 

adequate for a reactor deviating this far frcm a thermal system 9 so some of 

·. 
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Spatial Flux Distribution for Reference Design Reactor 
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the absolute values may be in error. However~ all trends should be predicted 

with.sufficient accuracyo 

4o3 Neutron Los~ In Proactinium ~.4 fission Produ.t!ts 

· In making ithe above calculations a poison fl~a<?tion· of Oo05~ which 

included protactinium plus fission product losses 9 was assumedo From the 

average flux 9 and slurry volume 9 a processing cycle of J4o7 days is required 

·to maintain the .300 ppm u23.3 concentraticno This corresponds to a processing 

.flow rate of 0.068 gpm., From this cycle the concentration of' Pa poiso;n 

fraction due to Pa and loss by .neutron capture was calculatedo The poison 

fraction due to Pa is 0.07~ which is higher than the total assumed poisons 

in the blanket» so a correction was made to the calc,llated breeding ratio by 

substracting the captures in Pa per capture in u2.3.3 at.oma fi"om ·th:e breeding 
' . I . . . 

ratioo':; This idecreased] thei br~'eding:ratio ·1 .. 5/per\.'0HXn'ie Rem:cval of fission 

products from the bismuth recycle stre~. ill tha blan..ket. processing cycle 

could be easily adjusted to maintb.in a poison fraction of 0.05o Since data 

was not available on the split of fission products between the uranium and 

bismuth streams (see Section 6o2)~ in the processing system, exact cycle 

conditions cannot be calculatedo 

4.,4 ~ Uraniuni' J_sot,.?~ Bu:l.ld:,..T-I.g 

Due to· captures in u233 a series of highaJt m:anium isotopes gro·w 

in with time o These follow a complex pattern un.til equilib~:oi"GID. is reache-d 9 

, (14) . r,._ I 
0 

• 

as shown graphically by Stoughton a As u~~4 builds up the poispn~ng effect 

increases 9 then goes through a marl.m"illn and sharply decreases as U235 grows 

in and starts fissioning. For a time th~ fissionix1g of u235 aotu.ally o•rer= 

shadows the poisoning ~ffect of u234 a~d the higher isotopes contribute more 

neutrons than they absorb. Th\i3n, U236 grows ii1 and poisoning levels out at 

a poison fraction of OoOO:i for our ea.se after sevei·al years operatione ,, 

,,· 
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The effect on neutron economy is seen to be quite small. However 9 

for a liquid bismuth fuel which has a limited uranium solubility the most 

'important effect is the gre.atly 'increased total uranium concentration. 

Equilibrium isotope concentrations areg 

U23.3 = 285 ppm 
'(1234 ,.. 160 ppm 
u235 = 21 ppm 
u236 = 324 ppm 

Total = 790 ppm 

Isotopes beyond u236 may be neglected with litt+e loss in acc~acy. 

4o5 Overall Neutron Balan~ 

For the reference design reactor 9 overall neutron economy is shown 

in :the following table. Note that in the calculations 9 the factor l\... (neutrons . 

produced per absorption in·u2.33 atoms) was assumed constant with energyo There 

is reason to believe that 11 actually decreases somewhat in the range above 

thermal energy o This decrease would tend to lower br'eeding rati~ 9 but this 

tendency would be partially offse~ b,y the higher critical mass required in 

the core which would raise the breeding ratio. In any case 9 the effect is 

smallo 

Table 3 

Neutron Balance for Reference Reactor 

Neutrons absorbed in u233 in core 
Neutrons absorbed 1~ u233 in blanket 
Total neutrons absorbed 
Neutrons ptoduced 

Absorption in& 
U233 
Carbon in core 

,Bismuth in core 
· Thorium in blanket 

Carbon in blanket 
Bismuth ·in blanket 
Fission products 
Higher uranium isotopes 
Proactinium 

Fast leakage 
Thermal leakage 

Total 
Net breeding ratio 

:;;; .. 8tJ 
= ol5'7 
= 1.,0 
= 2&31 

= loOOO 
= o047 
= ol35 
=" ... o992 
= ·~lie016 
= 'o02) 
= o050 
= oOOl 
=(0.015)~~ot included in two-
= o039 group nuclear calculat~on 
= 9014 , 

2o'Jl 
= Oo992=0e015 = Oo977 

. ' 
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5 oO ·DIRECT LIQUID CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGER 

The removal of heat from a liquid fuel by direct contact with an 
\ 

immiscible liquid coolant medium was the basis for a preliminary design of a 

spray type heat exchanger at Brookhaven National Laboratory(4)o 

In.tbe present study two types of heat exchangers were considered 
I 

in which direct contact of fuel and coolant is utilized foT heat removal 

and for pumping the f'uelo The fuel com~ists of u23.3 dissolved in molten 

bismuth~ a suitable coOlant· is the LiCl=KCl.eutectico The -relative density . . . . . 

ratio of fuel t~ coolant of 6 to 1 favors prompt separation of these immiscible 

liquidso In both exchangers the transfer of ~omentum from the coolant pro~· 

vides the circulating fuel with the required heado The disc type jet pump 

exc~an~er9 selected for t~e reference design9 is essentially a co~current 

exchanger 9 whereas 9 the Peripheral Jet centrifugal exchanger achieves partie+ 

counter current flowo In both types conditions which eru1ance the pumping 

performance do not necessarily make,for desirable performance in heat trans= 

·rer and separation o 
- '\ 

\ 

5ol · .. Pio'isosed ~ctives rjl Direct Contact ~changer 

The proposed objectives of exchanging heat and momentum by direct 

liquiq contact are as followsg 

ao · To eliminate temperature drop across the tube wall in the 

process of heat transfero 

bo To d6crease the fuel volume holdup (and hencep the fuel invest= 

ment) in the primary he~t exc~angero 

©o .To redu~e the size and cost of the exchangero 

do To decrease the external radiation level of the primary ex= 
' . . . 

ch~nger by reducing the holdup of active materials thereino 
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eo ~o reduce the holdup of"fuel in th~ processing system by 

extracting soma of the fission products dt~ing the heat transfer processo 

f o To simplify the pumping of· reacto'r fuel liquid with respect 

to maintenance ~nd radiation hazardo 

go To reduce the magnitude of certain difficulties which.ara 

amplified by the presence of heat exche.nger tubing~ ioeo9 radiation damage9 

plugging·of tubes due to mass transfer9 thermal stress failure§ large active 

a~ea for corrosiono 

5o 2 ~ ~ M ..f:w!m Excha:ng§I. 

Figure 12 shows a scaled drawing of the disc type jet pump exchanger. 

which has been chosen for the reference designo The exchanger is to be 

·located three ft·,. above the top· of the coreo '!'his orientation· is preferable 

to that .at.the core=blanket interface because of the serious poison effect· 
I 

of the fused salt coolant and because the jet pump structure is more acce.sible 

and in·a lower radiation fieldo However 9 the external holdup of fuel and the 

shielding req~irements are increased theTebyo 

A survey of the literature on liquid=liquid jet pumps indicated 

that no simple theoretical analysis exists by which the action of jet en= 

trainment and mixing may be adequately described (5) 9 (6)~ (7)o The gross 

behavior has been investigated using a modification of a method given by 

Folson (5)o It appears that even in the case of the latter 9 no suitable 

experimental data have been obtained for investigating the accuracy of the. 

equations when two immiscible liquids of different densities are involvedo 

Thus 9 the need for an experimental investigation is obviouso In the time 

available 11 two highly simplified experiments were performed by the groupo 

These served only to pro~lide a qualitativ·e appreciation of problems expected 

and to emphasize that· additional experimental woTk was warranted and quite 

.feasible o · 
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The design of the jet. pump is based on cert.ain arbitrary assump= 

tions together with a parametric study of the pumping? heat transfer~ and 

separation performance3o It is essential that those specifications indicated 

.by the study which provide adequate pumping must also be compatible with 

the flow con~itions required for proper heat transfer and separationo 

The radial disc type of jet pump has been chosen in lieu of a 

number of linear jet pumpsp S}~etrica!lY located, ·on the basis of simpler 

construction and assembly of the radial type and the associated piping~ 

5o2l Disc Type Jet Pump = Pumping Perfl?rmance 

Although there appears to be no method with which to adequately 

describe the behavior of the liquid=liquid jet pump in the mixing chamber~ 

it is probably that four elementary processes e.re taking place thereing 

(1) Acceleration of the particles of the .fluid fuel by the· 

direct impact of particl~s from the jet fluido 

(2) Entrainment of the fluid fuel by viscous friction at the 

periphery of the primary jeta 

(3) Degradiation of the mechanical energy of both liquids result~ 

ing in the production of heatp 

· (4) Diffusion of elementary particles of beth fluids where 

' variations in density exist which produce concentration gradientso 
I 

Method of_Calculation =The method of calculation 9 described in detail 

in Ap~endix has been to determine the .change in pressure across the mixing 

tube for various jet velocities and coolant t~mpeTature drops 9 assuming a 

linear jet with a cylindrical mixing tube (5)o Thus, the area of the linear 

jet is related to the area of-tqe radial disc type jet and the velocity and 

pressure a,djusted acf?ordingly. Since the calculation is at best an approximation 
. 

of gross behavior 9 further refinements to account for certain los~es were not 

I 
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carried oute These losses include& boundary layer losses 9 eddy current 

losses 9. and losses due to incomplete mixing& 

On the basis of prelinimary calculations 9 estimated materials 

c~aracteristics 9 and from purely arbitrary considerations certain quantities 

were fixed\for the final calculationo These are& 

Velocity of the suction liquid at the jet nozzle 

Pressure of suction and driving liquids just 
outside the jet 

Coolant velocity in the downcomer. 

Ratio of jet disc radius to downcomer radius 

' Horizontal radius to the end of the mixing tube 

Reactor power generation (heat) 

Temperature drop in the fuel 

10 fps 

14o? psia 

20 fps 

la5 

4 feet 

750.Mw 

500°F 

Those parameters which were varied in the final calculation_are~ 

Coolant jet velocity 

Coolant temperature rise 

50= 100 fps 

125 = 500°F 

The results of the calculations are presented graphically in 

Figures 13 and 14o The heat gained by the fuel vso jet velocity is plotted 

in Figure 13 for various ratios of fuel to coolant change in temper~ture~ · 

Pressure drop through the core 9 including a small gain due to thermal pump= 

ing 9 is about 12 psio At high ~olUme rates of coolant flow 9 the required 

head may be developed at a relatively low jet velocityo However» the high 

volume rates of flow reduce the exchanger holdup time and hence~ affect heat 

transfer and separation adverselyo On the other hand 9 the low coolant flow 
' 

rates require a much higher jet velocity to impart the required head to the 

fuel" Thus 9 a design condi.tion is selected which will develope the required 
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Figure 13 

.Typical Jet Pump Performance 
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Head Gained by Fuel in Jet Pump vs Jet Velocity 
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TypiCal Jet Pump Performance 
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Theoretical Jet Pump Efficiency vs Jet Velocity 
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fuel head· at the lowest coolant now rate and the lowest·feasible jet 

velocity. The ·configuration selected has the following characteristics& 

ti' 

Temp~ature change in the coolant 

Coolant to fuel volume flow rate 

Jet·velocity 

Jet height 
. \.: 

Velocity at exit of mixing tube 

Total he~d gained by fuel 

Theoretical mechanical efficiency 

Fuel Holdup 

250°F 

1~58 

75 fp!S 

0.0113 pt 

10 .• 3 fps 

2119 psf 

20% 

2105 gal. 

The theoretical mechanical efficiency 9 defined as the rate 

mechanical energy is added to the fuel divided by the rate mechanical 

energy is lost from the drive fluid 9 is plotted vs. jet·velocity for 

various fuel to coolant change in temperature ratios ir. Figure 14. 

Experimental Wgz:k 

In a very simplified' experiment mercury under atmospheric pressure 

was pumped by a linear jet with water as the driving fluid. The jet ·:pump 

was fabricated of glass and was on a very reduced scale. In view of the lack 

of correspondence between the proposed model anA the glass jet pump~ onlj . 

general qualitative observations are ~eported. 

a. Flow in the mixing tube was quite turbulent. 

b., No pumping difficulty was observed with a relatively high jet 

velocity and high·coQlant volume rate of flowe (Note that fuel to coolant 

density ratio is 13o6 tole) 

o. The mercury in the dispersed phase appeared to be very small 

"" drops» of the order of Oo02 inches inradius. 
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do Little separation was noted at the end of the mixing tube. 

For this reason a cer~.trifugal swirling chamber and. a settling chamber were 
·' 

joined to the end of the linear mixing tubs to enhance operation. 

e. The separation performance appesred to be satisfactory although · 

it did indicate that in a mercury water system some carryover o! finely disr 

parsed particles of mercury could be anticipated in the water exit stream. 

Additional Characteristics of the Design Pum.J2 Exchanger 

.The.disc type jet pump exchanger has the following charac~eristics 

some of which may prove limiting in the light of additional experimental 

investigatiom 

a. The design pump has no moving parts. 

bo The design pump has an inherentl7 low mechanical efficiency. 

Ce The coolant pumping power required for the jet pump exchanger 

d., Erosion of the jet by the high velocity coolant may or may not. 

be a limiting factor in t.he design~ this conclusion must be substantiated 

experimentallye 

e., The large temperatvxe gradient across the jet induces high 

thermal stresses. For certain materials of cor1st.ruction this stress may be 

relieved by plastic flow. 

f. Since the fuel flow and the coolant Uo':...r rates ~re not always 

proportional 9 it is essential that the coolant mass rate of flow be main= 

tained nearly constant in order to. maintain fuel circulationo Thus 9 it may 

be necessary to bTpass some of the coolant around the secondary heat ex= 

changer when the load is vari~d in order-to maintain constant throttle steam 

conditionso 

\ 



5 o·22 Disc Type Jet Pump = Heat Exchange Performance 

The co=current heat exchange performance has been calculated by 

an adaptation of the Gurney=Lurie chart for a solid sphere in unsteady state 

with the sur~ounding medium at con~tant·temperatureo Briefly 9 the method 

consists in using the chart to calculate for a given size fuel drop and a 

given heat transfer coefficient~ the temperature difference between. the 

fuel drop and the surrounding coolant after a specified time intervale The 

fact that the coolant medium is not at constant temperature is accounted for 

in the calculation by taking the average of two. values obtained by assuming 

the coolant medium constant at an upper and lower valueo The details. of the 

calculation and an explantory sketch are presented in the appendixo An 

exact method for analyzing this type of unsteady heat transfer is given in 

Reference llo 

The parameters varied in the study areg 

Fuel drop radius~ inches 

Heat transfer coefficient 9 BTU/hrosqoftoF 

Contact time 9 seconds 

1000 - infinity 

Ool = Oo5 

A heat transfer coefficient of 2500 was used as a suitable value 

for design caf.culations (/~~ ~ ... On\ the basif.l ~·of the tilrbulence anticipated and · 

on the basis of a calculation for moving spheres presented in the Appendix~ 

2500 is considered to be conservativeo The latter calculation gives a value 

In Figure 15 9 the temperature difference between fuel and coolant 

vso fuel drop size i~ plotted for variou.s contact timeso If the.maximum 

allowable temperature diff~rence is prescribed at l00°F 9 it is ol;>served that.~ 

withix1 the range of the plot show 9 the maximum tolerable drop size is X"m"'e044uv 9 
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Figure. 15 

Co-Current Heat Exchange · 

Fuel-coolant Exit Temperature Difference vs Fuel Drop: Radius ·. 
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Figure 16 

Co-Current Heat Exchange 

Fuel-co9lant Exit Temperature Differen-ce vs He~t Transfer Coefficient 
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or a minimum tolerable contact time if Oe3 secondso From a consideration 

of the total vOlume rate of now and.the volume of effective heat transfer~ 

the average contact time is estimated to be Oo2 secondso 

A drop size 9 rm=Oo62w 9 considered to be conservative 9 is arbitrarily 

sp.ecified for the design conditione Thus~ with a heat transfer coefficient 

of 2500, the calculated temperature difference between fuel and coolant is 

5~Fo The temperature diffe~ence expected will be less than this value fo.r 

three reasons& (1) increased value of heat transfer coefficient due to 

turbulence~ (2) drop size smalier than that specified is probable9 (3) the 
. . 

average dr6p temperatlll"e will be about 20% l~ss than the temperature of the 

drop center which was used as a basis for entry to the Gtirney-Lurie charta 

Figure 16 presents the variation of the temp~rature difference with 

the value of heat transfer coefficient for a drop size 9 rm~Oo06V0 9 with contact 

time as a parameter& 

In Figure 17 temperature difference vso contact time is plotted 

for several drop sizes 9 assuming that h = 2500o The area of uncertainty 

is indicated by plotting upper and lower values corresponding to assum~d upper . 

and lower initial temperature d:ifferenGes between fuel and constant temperature 

coolant. It is seen that for the drop size and contact time of interest, the 

result obtained is not strongly dependent upon the assumed initial temperature 

difference and hence 9 taking the average of the upper and lower values in 

the calculation appears reasonableo 

Considering the fuel as the dispersed liquid~ the first step in 

a.ll'.l.alyzing the. separation of fuel and coolant is to calculate the terminal 

velocity for fuel drops of various sizes falling through a medium of fused 

. I 

' 
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Figure 17 
co-cURRENI' HEAT EXCHANGE 

FUEL-COOLANI' EXl"l' TEMPFR.ATURE DIFFERENCE vs CON.I'AC'I' TIME; 
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salt in a standard gravitational fieldo The calculation is gi.ven in detail 

in the Appendixo Results for several drop sizes are as followsg · 

!m ~r.minal VelocitYs ft/sac· 

Oo02 111 lo3 

Oo0499 loS 
' 
Oo06W 2o2 

Ooloun 2o8 

Iri considering the. mixing tube proper the question to be determined 

is whether or not the various drops of fuel will fall through a height 

required for separation of.the phases b,y the time they have transited the -

mixing tube longitudinallyo As ·a first estimate turbulence has been neglected 
I 

and the drops have been assumed to move in space along the resultant of two 

velocity vectors 9 one vertical due to gravity and one horizontal of magnitude 

equal to the average longitudinal velocity of fuel through the mixing tubeo 

It has been further assumed that the average velocity of fall is one half the 

calculated terminal velocityo The height of the mixing tube for the design 

jet pump exchanger is o64 feeto Based on the relative volume flow rates the 

estimated height of the fused salt layer when settled out is o39 feeto With 

these values and the above assumptions~ a drop of radius o(,62'~ at· the mixing 

tube entry (which has the longest transit time) is considered 9 to determine 

if it will fall through a height of Oo39 feet.in the estimated transit time 

of Oo2 secondso A simple calculation shows that the drop will fall Oo22 

feet in the allotted timeo 

·The case considered is quite optimistic from the standpoint of 

separationo -Thus 9 if in this case the drop ·w'i.ll not settle out 9 it is most 

,. 
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unlikely that separation would be achieved in the actual design where turbulent 

now conditions exist through the mixing tube o 

Because of the serious poison effect .of fused salt in the core 9 it 

is mandatory that separation be complete and hence 9 additional means must be 
;- '. 

provided for: this purposeo. Figure 12 shows the means selected (1) vanes. and 

a swirling €.hamber have been added to the mix~ng tube discharge to obtain a 
. I 

greater effective gravitational field9 (2) an enlarged separation chamber has 

been added to the swirling chamber to provide additional settling timeo The 

orientation and size of-~he latter ha~ been calcUlated so that coolant drops 

of radius .• 062n or larger will rise in the fuel settling chamber faster than 

the fuel is descending (1 ft/sec)o See-Appendixo 

The configura~ion of the design settling chamber may be conservative 

from the standpoint of insuring separationo Howeverll this conservatism 
I -

·results in a substantial increase in the external-holdup of fuelo See belowo 

The extent to which the size of the settling chamber might be reduced by an 

improved design 9 as well as the determination of carryover of fuel and coolant 

for various designs 9 can only be determined with any degree of certitude by 

detaiied experimentationo 

Fuel Hold=Up Velum~~ 

Proposed Disc Type Jet Pump Exchanger 

Brookhaven Spray Type Exchanger 
· (scaled to 750 MW heat) 

5o3 Fluid Contacting Centrifugal Pump Exchange~ 

2105 ga~s • 

. . 4760 galso 

. Ap_ al~ernate design to that of Section· 5o2 which has the same • · 

proposed objectives iu show in Figure 18;, In the configuration chosen 

/ 

the coolant enters at a velocity of 65 feet per second through four tangential 
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Section A-A 
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Figure 18 
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coolant inlet 

heatant d6wncom~r 
to core 

Fluid in center .undereoes solid
body rotation. Rotating annulus · 
is heatant.that has separated 
out. 

Fluid Contacting Heat Exchanger 
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jets~ symmetrically located at the base of the. exchangere A swirling and 

rising motion is imparted to the liquid fuel entering at a low velocity from 

th.e core riser o . The centrifugal action and the upward component imparted 

· cause.the heavier liquid (the fuel) to move.from the central region to the . . , . . 

periphery where it moves upward and outward through diffuser vaneso The 

lighter co.olant mo"!es from the periphery to the ce)lltral region an.d upward to 

the discharge& The flow pattern1s obtained are complicated and not readily 

examined analyticBlly~ from the standpoint of heat exchange, it is believed 

that the flow will be preponderantly'counte:r cur:rento 

5o.31 Q.entrifugal Pump Exchanger = P.u..vo.pi:P..gPerfor~ 

The gross pumping behavior was analyzed on the assumption t!1at the 

coolant enters the chamber at high velocity and transfers part of its momentum 

to the liquid fueL It is further assumed that momentum is conserved on the 

gross scale~ entry losses~ miJdng losses~ and eddy cUJrrent losses are neglected o 

The mixing process is envisaged to be completed in a s~ort distance after 

which fuel and coolant attain a common linear motionQ The detailed calculation 

is given in the Appendixe 

The head gained by the fuel is assumed to be that due to a change 
. 

in velocity head and to the centrifugal head~ the latter consi~ere~ as a gain 

in pressU:re.head. It has been assumed for simp+ification that 100% of this 

head so gained by the fuel is recoverable9-in view of viscous losses and other 
.;;. 

losses i.nherent in such a comolex flow pattern 9 the gain in fuel velocity head 

will not be fully recoverableo 

Figure 19~ a plot of head developed in the fuel vs., jet velocity., 

shows ~he results of the calculation for various values of fuel to coolant 

volume flow rates. · Throughout· the caiculatioi'lS it was assumed that the rote.t-., 

ing anm,llar shell of fuel w~s six inches thic~. Tb.e1 characteristics of the 
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Figure 19 
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Characteristics of a Fluid Contacting Centrifugal Pu·mp. 

("Head" includes contributions from kinetic energy 
~nd centripetal force) 
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desi~ centrifugal pump exchanger areg . 

Je~ velocity 65 fps 

Ratio of £\tel to coolant volume 1/2 
rates of now 

Gain in fuel head. 5o5ft 

The theoretical mechanical efficiencyp defined ae the rate mechani= 

cal energy is added to the fuel divided by the rate mechanical energy is lost 

by the coolant 9 is calculated in the Appendix and is plotted against the ratio 

of coolant .to fuel mass flow rates in Figure 20o The eff'ic.iency for the 

' design condition is 20%o 'I'hus 9 the pumping powtp:r :required for the coolant is 

of the same order of magnitude as that required in the disc. type jet: .. pump 

exchanger .. 

It is believed that the con~equerio:®S: or· going to higher CC>Olant 

flow rates are mo:re deleterious in th~ centrifugal ~ype than in the disc type 

exchanger from the aspect of separation performance. 

In addition to tran~ferring momentum to the fuel the coolant.must 

retain sufficient head at the exchanger discharge to move t.hrough the . 

secondary heat exchanger and external piph~.go He?."e ags.in~ as :b1 the disc 

type jet~ for s: given jet velocity ana mass no~J rate 9 the coolant head 
. . ' 

available at the exchanger discharge ·may be increased by opezoating ·iJh!9 core 

under a higher pressure. This ~.S~'!liile~ the:~ the secondary loop pump is 

located in. the cold lego An altern.ative is to loc.ate the pump in the hot leg 

of the secondar loop so that t~e coolant discharging from the. primary ex-

changer may be raised to the :required heado 

Operating of the core with the fuel ·under the slightly higher 

pressure required to raise tb.e level of the coolant head at the exchange!" 

t· 

' I 

.t,· 
I 
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Figure_ 20 
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discharge is not considered a serious limitation in core construction since 

even with atmospheric pressure at the top of the core~ as in the reference 

design 9 the pressure at the core base due to.statistic head is about 26 psigo 

In order to prevent oxygen from leaking in~o the core and .. oxidizing the 

uranium operation of the core under a pressure greater than atmospheric is 

desirableo 
" :. ~i~"'· . 

From .tEe· standpoint of preventing leakage of active core fluids. to· 

the external environment 9 i· it is desirable to operate the core at e. pres~ur~ 

below atmospherico 

In this type of exchanger 9 as well as in the disc type jet exchanger 9 

for a given configuration the volume rates of flow of coolant and fuel are not 

always· proportional., Thus 9 the flovr rate of the coolant must be maintained 

nearly constant-o As has been indicated in Figure 19 9 the head developed in 

th'e f'l,l.el increases with ,the coolant flow rate •. However~ in the case of the 
., 

CeJ:?.trifugal exchanger the adverse effect of high coolant rates upon separation 

and ,heat transfer performance is more severe than in the disc type jet ex= · 

changer.. .This is due to the fact that despite th~ gain of a linear velocity 

·head by a fuel mass~ it may never reach the rotating a~nulus. At certain 

values of coolant flow rate_9 the radial drag force acting on a fuel mass 

may reach a magnitude such ~hat the effective centrifugal force is not 

sufficient to throw the fuel toward the periphery at a rate consistent with 

the specified fuel rate of flovJ o 

5o32 Centrifugal PUmp Exchanger = Heat ExchanJte 

Since the exact nature of the flow patterns :of coolant and fuel is 

unknown 9 a simplified model has been assumed in which fuel at the center 

moves,toward the periphery in the dispersed state through the concentric 
.• 

surrounding medium of fused salt 9.which is 'displaced toward the centero Only 
~- . ' . 

the radial components of coolant and fuel velocity are consideredo The method 



of heat transfer calculation 9 given in the Appendix 9 consists in treating 

·the problem as a steady state case similar to .that encountered in a shell 

and tube heat exchangero The log mean temperature driving potential is 

determined for several values of drop BJize 11 heat transfer coefficient 9 e.nd. 

contact timeso. With that quantity determined 9 the difference in temperature 

between the fuel outlet temperature and. the coolant inlet temperature may be 

calculatedo An eXa.ct method for .this problem in heat transfer is given in 

Reference'4o For the case of a contact time of 2 seconds 9 heat transfer 

coefficient of 2500 0 and a drop radius of Oo0985w 9 the approximate method 

gives a value of 22 F as compared to 19 F0 given by the exact calcnlationo 

In Figure 21~ temperatur~ difference:vso drop size is plotted for 
' 

three contact times with k taken as 2500 BTU/hrosqoft Fo .If 100 F is pre= 

scribed as the maximum temperature difference 9 then 0 within the range of·the 

plotj the maximum drop size is rm ~ Ool2~o 

Figure 22 shows the effect of the heat transfer coefficient on the 

temperature difference for a given drop size and for various contact timeso 

From the standpoint of heat exchange, the Uuid contacting c·entri= 

fugal exchanger is considered superior to the disc type jet exchanger in that 

the former is subject to much lower thermal stress across the coolant in].P.t. and 

in that for the same heat remova~ rate and average core temparature 9 the 

maximum temperature of the fused salt coolant will be higher in the counter~· 
' . 

current type o 

5o33 Centrifugal Pump_Exchanger = Separation 

The fact that the holdup of fuel appears to be less for the centri~ 

fugal exchanger is misleading in that the calculations~ which have been highly 

idealized in view of the complex flow characteristics 9 do not take into account 
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Figure 21 

Counter Curr.ent Heat Exchange 
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Figure 22 

Counter Current Heat Exchange 
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the radial drag for· various geometries and coolant flow rates .. cannot be 

predicted with any certainty~ · .. and hence, ·experimentation 'Will be required to 

determine whethe~ or not the separation characteristics are satisfactoryo It 

is to be noted .that becf;luse of thi.s drag force anticipated 9 the effective 

centrifugal field cannot be increased merely by increasing the head:gained by 

the fuelo Thus, it may well be that additional holdup volumes and times may 

be required in the form of settling chambers o ·· 

5o4 S'ummary Evaluation·£!:~ Exchangers 

ao More efficie~t heat exchange ~· centrifugal pump exchangero 

bo .Minilnum.t.hermal stress problem 

c~ More effective separation at the 
flow rates involved 

do More uncertainty·in the calcu
··lations and overall estimate 
of performance 

6o6 'CHEMICAL PROCESSING 

centrifugal pump exchangero 

disc type jet' exchanger o·. 

~ centrifugal pump exchangero 

The processing scheme proposed· for this reactor is basically one o~ 

the systems proposed for the Liquid Metal Fuel Reactor with modifications 

where requiredo No at.tempt was made to develop new processing methods9 but 

the processing cycle times are changed to achieve so~e advantage from ·the 

fuel-coolant contact in the primary heat exchangero 

6ol· ~Processing 

For .the proposed direct liquid• contact cooled reactor~ the chemical . 
processing scheme must b.e modified 9 because the d;irect contact of fuel and 

coolant _comprises one essential step of the core processing systemo To achieve 

the greatest advantage this fuel-coolant contact affords, the system referred 

·to as Fuel P;ocessing Scheme A (.3) was ·chosen !or this reactor sYstemo Two . 
• r. 

"I 

I 
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alternate schemes for processing are. outlined in the above reporto 
. 
For this· system~ the fission products can be divided into thre.e . 

. classesg (1) volatile fission products§ (2) fused ~ait solu"t?le fission· 

products 9 referned to as fps~. and (.3) f11sed SB:lt insoluble fission products 9 

designated fpno The chemical processing system can be broken down into three. 

separate sections 9 each for the removal of one of the above classes of fission , 

prpductso. 

6oll.Volatile Fission Product Removal 
' 

Volatile fission products~ the most important of which is Xenon=l.35~ 

are removed in the LMFR Scheme A by spraying the fuel system into a space 

above the core maintained at about 1 micron pressure where the gases diffuse 

out of the fuel ·solutionso, This scheme requires a holdup of several core 

volumes to give sufficient holdup time for gas removalo It is possible that 

the requirements for the direct contactcooled reactor are much simp:Lero 

Fission gases could conceivably be removed when the fuel is finely dispersed 

. in the heat exchanger and collected and removea from the fused salt systemo 

No experimental evidence to justify 'this method is available 9 but distinct 

advantages are obvious if the scheme proved feasibleo 

6o12 Salt Soluble Fission Products 

When proper oxidizing conditions are maintained in the fused salt 

through addition of BiCl.3 about 50 weight per cent of the fission products 9 

including the alkali~ alkaline earth 9 and rare earth metals 9 are extracted 

by the salt. phaseo. Stoichiometric quantities of BiCl.3 must be used since an 

excess will cause uranium to b9 extracted with the· fission products o 

While in the LMFR scheme 9 this phase, of processing is carried out 

on a side stream from the fuel loop§ in the present design the fuel=coolant 



contact comprises the first step 9 and a side stream from the salt will·be· 

processed to concentrate the fission products for ultiinate di:sposalo figure 

23 shows the basic· steps required to do this 9 and Table 4 lists ,the approximate 

flow rates and stream concentrationso The side stream from the salt loop is 

contacted with fresh biSlllluth to remove traces of urariiumo The fission products 

are then extracted from the salt with Pb containing anexcess of calciuino The 

fused salt is returned.to the main circuit 9 and the fission products extracted 

in a small volume of salt for disposalo 

In the early stages of this study 9 it wasthought that the· chemical 

processing scheme would be greatly simplified by means of the direct contact 

cooling procedureo However 9 it can now be seen that this·step·is·a rather .. 

small part of the salt soluble fis~ion product removal system which in itself 

removes only certain of the fission productso The chemical.processing plant 

on the· whole. is essentially the same for both systems·o 

6.13 Salt Insoluble Fission Products 

·.1 The salt insoluble fission products 9 including zirconium and polonium 9 

must be removed from a side stream of the fuel solution~ · Uranium is first 

removed from the fuel by contact1ng with fused salt containing. an excess of 

BiC13 to oxidize the uranilll'n. The bismuth stream is theh.cont~cted with NaOH 9 

containing small amounts of NaN03, to remove zirconium and magnesiumo This 

salt stre~ is then discardedo The remaining·fission products and polonium 

are extracted by molten zinc 9 concentrated by vacuum stripping of the zinc 
I 

.stream and discardedo The purified ·bismuth is used to remove uranium from fused 

s~lt streams 9 is then enriched to the proper u233 concentration and returned 

to the coreo 
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TABLE 4 

Composition and Flow Rates for Core Chemical Processing 
Cycle (Re~r .to Figure 221 

Composi tiol!ll ~ 

Fused Salt Coolant (KCl ~ LiCl ~ tps) 

Volatile Fission Products 

U=Bi Reactor Fuel (285 ppm u233 in Bi) 

u233 Make=Up 

Fused Salt Side Stream for Processing 

Pb Stream for fps Removal 

Fused Salt for fps Concentration and Disposal 

U=Bi Side Stream for Processing. 

Fused Salt Stream for U Extraction 

NaOH +,Ool7 NaN03 for Zr 9 Mg 9 + fpn removal 

Zn for removal of fpn + Po 

!riprox 9 Flow RaM 
- • • t • 

. 7 
3o;78 .X 10 -#-/hr 

L42 X 108 -4F/hr 

19g/day 

600. :#' /hr 

2300 */hr 

5 1f/hl" 

20 g/hr 

60 #'/hr 

4 #=-/hr 

6 ::ff/hr 

6ol4 Processing Cycles and Poison Lev~ 

In the nuclear calculations~ a poison fraction of Oo05 was assumed 9 

and the cycle times were calculated.to maintain this poison fraction with no 

effort being made to optimize cycle times against poison fraction because of 

the incomplete processing cost data ava~lableo 

The poison fraction assumed was arbitrarily split 9 assigning OoOl 

to the fused salt insolubla groupo As stated above 9 insufficient information 

is available to adequately design and estimate the performance of the volatile 

fission product removal systemo The OoOl value was used in LMFR designso 
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Extraction of the soluble fission products by the fused salt is 

essentially completeo The fission product equilibrium concentration ratio 

is in the order of io~+P in favor of the salt phaseo The conditions determin= 

ing the allowable concentration of fission products in the coolant salt are 

not clearly definedo. To decrease processing rates~ it is advantageous to allow 

high concentrations 7 but these in trirn, allow poisons to accumulate in the 

bismuth phaseo Using the equil-ibrium ratio of 100 9 at a concentration of 50 

ppm in the salt phase, poison fraction due to this group of fission products 

is only of the order of 0.00,2 and processing rates are less than 1 gpmo 

Whether a.concentration this high, or even higher 9 is permissible depends to 

a large extent on safety considerations and emergency aooling'requirements~ 

It appears that under no reasonable conditions will the soluble· fission pro= 

ducts contribute a significant poison fraction. 

To maintain the insoluble fission products at a poison fraction of 

Oo04 at th~ reference design core flux of and total volume of 2840 gallons 

of fuel solution, a cycle of 173 days corresponding to a processing flow rate 

of Oo0114 gpm is requiredo The.economic optimum processing rate is probably 

considerably higher, but could not be determined from the ~vailable cost data& 

6o2 Blanket Processing ~_u233 Remov,al 

For the proposed two region reactor, u233 produced in the blanket 

will be removed by the same scheme devfsed for the IMFR and returned to the 

coreo The processing cycle is extremely simple in.principle though several 

steps need experimental evidence to prove feasibilityo Brookhaven National 

Laboratory has proposed other schemes which might prove more successfulo 

Figure 24 shows the basic steps in t~e blanket processing schemeo 

A side stream from the blanket slurry is d~luted with an equal volume 

+ T . Fo • Miles ~personal communication. 
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TABLE 5 

Composition and .Flow Rates for Blanket Processing Cycle .. 
· {Referuto:Figure 24) 

Stream ~c_>~psi~~?P. 

b 

c 

f 

g 

i 

j 

h 

1 

Bi · ~ U +. Th_:slurry;;' 

· Bi for dilution· · 

Bi make~up 

Bi + U. 911 Th slurry 

Bi -+ Th slurry 

Th make~up 

B.i +. U to TID recovery.+. dissolved Th 

Bi from distillat.ion 

Bi + U + Th slurrY' 
I 

Bi + Th to Th make-up . 

Bi ~ U + Pa to core 

·' 

Flow Bate 

27'J =*t-/hr 

275 ::#:-/hr 

13#/hr 

555 =#/hr ,_ 

275 #/hr 

820 :#=/day 

275 #hr 
. 262 -:#1hr 

iJ #/hr 

Ool5 #=/hr 

13 :t:F/hr 

of bismuth and subjected to a heat pulsing dissolution step~ In this 

operation~ the temper-ature is cycled between 35ooc and 850°C untU.6o% of 

the thorium in the slurry is dissolvedo The remaining solids 9 mainly thorium9 

are centrifuged from the stream 9 mixed with recovered bismuth from a subsequent 

step and returned to the blanketo 

The ~olids free stream from the centrifuge is reduced to 1/20 the 

original volume by distilling exoess·bismutho This precipitates dissolved 

u233 9 Pa 9 and some fission products .9 wh~.ch are then centrifuged from -the stream o 

The solids are then stored for about 160 days for decay of Pa to U233 before 

return to :.the core o 
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. No provision is made in the system for poison removal o All fission 

products which fo1].ow the uz.:r3-Pa stream. will subsequently be moved in the 

core processing stepso If required, the bismuth stream from the distillation 

step could_ be processed to prevent exc·es.siv.e fi~~ion product buildup within 

the blanket processing ~ystemo 

7o0 STEAM CYCLE 

Three criteria were useq in the design of the stream cycle; 

lo· Since the heat exchangers to the steam will be radioactiyely hot 9 

the beat exchangers will be difficult or impossible to repair after theyhave 
~ 

peen in service.o They should be cheap to replace o Therefore 9 the steam 

press~e should be lowo 
I 

2o The fuel cost will be between 2 and 2 1/2 mills per kilowatt houro 

Since thi,s is not negligible compared to a coal cost of 2 1/2 to 4 mills 9 

the thermaJ efficiency must be fairly higho 

.3o Since the "hot" heat exchangers will require .spielding, the volume 

of the heat exchangers must be minimizedo This can be done by reducing the 

amount of superheating and reheat~go For. example, rather than reheat 9 the 

steam can be expanded to a higher moisture contento 

4o' Temperature is limited by the corrosion in the blanket loopo The 

maximum steam temperatUre is 1000°Fo .. 
·The following table gives the thermal efficiency for a number of different 

cycles 9 These are ideal cycles wit~out regenerative feed.water heatingo 

'The cycle chosen was the 145.0 psia, l00°F non-reheat cycle o Wi tli' 

regenerative feed water heating the thermal efficiency is .39oO%o Thirty~two 

per cent of the heat is added in superheatingo For a complete description of 

the steam cycle see Figure :25o 
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TABLE 6 

Thermal Efficiencies for Various Steam Cycles 

,_ 
TFROTTLE REHEAT 

12ress,.; tem~~~ · presso tempo ~exhaust thermal ~ heat in su12er-
pei:a· .OF. psi a OF moisture efficiency heat and 'reheat 

700 1000 18 JJo9 21o5 
1250 1000 11 1/3 35c;8 .. 22 
1250 1000 700 1000 8 J6o9 26o3 
a.450 1000 12 1/~ J6o2 22o4 
' 1450. 1000 700 1000 8 J7o0 27ol 
1.800 1000 14 J6o8' 

,, 
· 2JoJ ""-. 

.1800 1000 700 1000 8 37 0 8 29o5 
2015 975 640 975 . 8 J8ol 30.,7 

.Selection of the steam cycle was somewhat arbitrary due to the 

multiplicity of unknownso Among parameters on which greater knowledge is 

requi!ed areg (~).,cost of heat exphangers as a funQtion of steam ·pressure~.· 

(2) cost of shielding versus amount of superheating and reheating 9 and (.3) 

turbine cost for different throttle steam conditionso 

Overall Cycle = The overall cycle is shown in Figure 25o To make the system 

as simple as· possible~ the stean1 is heated directly by the radioactively hot 

fluid. There is no danger of a leak in the heat exchangers contaminating 

the turbine 9 since any leak will be from the high pressure steam side to the 

loY pro3~ure heatwi I. ::.ideo 

Note that the UBi from the blanket transfers heat to steam and not ---
to ~&tero Therefore 9 in case of a leak 9 low density st~am would enter the 

UBi ratger than watero Any chemica~ or physical reactions would thus be less 
•. 

violento 

The fraction of reactor heat taken from the blanket was not determined 

from a thermodynamic analysis but is rather the result of fixing core and 

blanket fuel concentrationso 

.,_...--., 

- ....... ~ 
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SoO CONTROL OF THE"REACTOR AND POWER OUTPuT ,,,-

Design of t~e reactor control system progressed only to the point 

·of calculating a temperature coefficient of reactivity and devising.a possible 
/ 

scheme for maintaining constant steam conditions to the turbine for varying 

load conditionso 
I 

With the calculated temperature coefficient of 9 x 10~5 per d~gree 0 9 

the reactor should be completely self=regulating 9 and no control rods are re= 

quired for stable operationo Fo~ any given fuel concentration 9 there is only 

one temperature at which the reactor is exactly criticaL Thus 9 the average 

steady state temperature is constant and independent .of loado This tempera= 

ture is fixed by the fuel concentratioho 

The flow rates of the fuel and coolant are interdeperident 9 though not 

necessarily proportional 9 due to the jet pump actiono ~his system is therefore, 

not well adapted to handling load changes by varying flow rates~ For this 

· reason 9 the coolant and fuel mass flow rates will be maintained constant ·for 

all power'- levels o 
~' 

. ,~·~" 

With a constant fuel flow rate, and a constant average fuel temperature 

in the core 9 the temperature rise of the fuel in the core will be proportional 

to the power levelo The fuel inlet and outlet temperature (in the core) will 

vary with load as shown belowo 

... ·· ......... 

-· - -------, 
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Co-current heat exchange·in the jet pump heatexchanger implies 

that as the coolant leaves the heat exchanger 9 it is approaching the fuel 

inlet temperaturea _As this temperature increases with decreased lo~d 9 the 

coolant temperature will also increaseo Also9 the cool~nt temperature rise 

in the. primary heat exchanger .is proportional to the powero .The net result 
) 

is.that the fused salt coolant temperature varies with load as shown belowg 

Coolant Outlet Temperature 

Coolallt llllet, 

o% Load 100% Load 

·The average as well as the maximum coolant·temperature is therefo~e 

increased as the load is decreasedo For this reason9' temperature of the steam 

leaving the boiler tends to increase as the load decreasedo To offset this 

effect part of the coolant is by-passed around the boiler to maintain the 

steam temperature constant leaving the boilero 

Superheating of the steam is done by circulating the blanket fluid 

directly to the superheater~ As this fluid is pumped with conventional pumps 9 

i 
! 

it is proposed that the superheated-steam temperature be maintained constant 

by varying the blanket fluid flow rate as the power level varieso 

Summary of Control Requirements = This reactor is self=regulating due 

to the negative temperature coefficient in the coreo The operating temperature 

of the core is fixed by the concentration of u233 in the fuel solutiono 

As the load on the generator is ·decreased 9 the steam flow rate is 

decreased, maintaining throttle conditions the sameo Since the primary coolant 

and blanket solution temperatures vary with power level 9 the following two 
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controls.are required to maintain throttle conditionso 

lo The temperature of the steam leaving the boiler is regula~ed by 

automatically by~passing part of the coolant around the boiler at reduced 

loadso At full load~ no coolant is by~passedo 

2o The .throttle temperature of the steam is held· <?Onstant by controll-

ing the pump rate of the blanket ·fluid through the blanket~'~nd superheater o 

9o0 MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION 

Due to the low solubility of uranium in bismuth, critical mass must 

be ·kept low and thus nuclear poisons in the core must be minimizedo For this 

reason, graphite is to be the only structural material in the core ~nd blanketo 

Other desirable properties of graphite are~ 

lo Ability to retain structural qualities at temperatures of 15000Fo 

2o Good moderatoro 

3o No mass transfer problemo 

4o· Relatively inexpensiveo 

5o Impervious to molten bismuth~ 

6o· Not subject to corrosion and erosion by molten U~Bi flowing at 

10 ft/sec at temperature of 1500°Fo 

7o Ability to withstand moderate pressureso 

8 o Fabricable o 

Although more development work is required befor.e the large core· tank can 

be fabricated of graphite, this is not felt .to be an insurmountable problem o 

(See page 304 of reference 3 o) 

The construction of the jet pump heat exchanger·presents many prob~ 

lems, due to the fluids 9 temperatures~ velocities~ and desired lifetime 

involvedo As a long-term prospect~ molybdenum appears to be the most 
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promising material of constructiono Molybdenum is compatible with both 

molten bismuth and the proposed fused salt eutectico It has the necessary 

high temperature strength characteristics~ and is very resistant to corrosion 

and mass transfero Unfortunately 9 at.~he present state of development 9 the 
. . . 

fabrication problems and high cost .associated with molybdenum are prohibitiveo 

Graphite is another possibility as a material of construction for 

the jet pump heat exchanger 9 providing it can be shown that erosion is not 

too severe at the velocities involvedo 

Graphite would certainly be less costly than molybdenum 9 but. con=. 

siderable development needs to be.done in the field of fabrication and leak= 

proof seals {graphite to graphite and graphite to.metal)o 

If the jet pump.heat exchanger were to be constructed of materials 

presently available and at a sufficiently advanced stage of development 9 it 

would likely be made as followsg 

All parts which are in contact exclusively with U-Bi would be made 
of 446 stainless steel 0 ·This would include the riser from the 
core 9 the lower part of the settling chamber 9 and the return line 
to the coreo The lines containing the fused salt eutectic would 
be made of· Inconelo The mixing chamber 9 which must come in contact 
with both U-Bi and fused salt 9 could be made of an intermediate 
alloy such as .316 stainless steelo 

However~ it is expected that corrosion and mass transfer proplems 

would be severe in such an arrangement 9 and it is therefore not likely that 

a sufficiently long lifetime could be attained to produce economic electric 

powero For this reason, this reference design must be regarded as a long 

range project 9 wi~ much development work to be doneo 

To minimize corrosion the boiler should be made of Inconel 9 but the 

cost is prohibitiveo The 400 series stainless steels order to contain the 

the fused salt will contain the fused salt 9 but for a reduced lifetimeo 
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The superheater could be made of Croley - 5 ~ Si, a low chromium 
'. 

steelq A carbon steel pressure.vessel will surround the entire reactoro 

10 .. 0 ECONOMICS. OF THE PROPOSED REAGI'OR 

The reactor pro~osed in this reference design is similar in many 

respects· to the LMFR., For this reason all ·capital and operating costs were· 

esti~ated by extrapolating from the figures published in Reference 3~ Ex= 

trapolations were made by multiplying the LMFR figures by the ratio of'the 

net KW outputs raised to .the o .. 6.power .. As our chemical processing scheme 

very closely resembles the one designated as Scheme A in the above reportp 

.figures from that report were used .. 

Int.erest rates used ·in computing capital cost were as followsg 

1., All depreciating capital investment charges, with one exception, 

were computed. at 16% which corresponds to an expected life of 20 years.. ThB 

one exception is the Chemical Process Operating Equipment which was computed 

' at 21% 11 corresponding to a life of 10 years .. 

2 .. Liquid metal inventories were· considered to be non~depreciating and 

were computed at 12% per year .. 

3.. The U-233 inventory was charged at 4% per year-=based on the latest 

AEC regulations .. 

As shown in the following table, these figures result in·a final 

cost of power of approxim~tely 6 mills per KWH .. 

i 

··-... 
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TABLE 1 

Investment 
$ 

lo Plant Investment 28,000 9000 
Not Including Chern. 
Processing, Reactor 
or Boiler 
2o Reactor· and 18,000,000 
Boiler Investment 
3o Chemical Process- 3,000,000 

·,~~Investment Business 
_ ,"j/f/;.;F,: Lab and Oper,ating 3, 800, ooo 
-~~·· .. :. EQuipment 

4o Chern. P:ro:cesid~g 
and Operation 
5o "Station Operation --... 
and Maintenance · 
6o U-233 Makeup(Breed- --
ing Ratio Oo98) 
79 U-233 Inventory ;1,650.000 
8 9 Bismuth Inventory 1.040,000 

Interest 
Rate %/Yr 

16. 

16 

16 

21 

4 
12 

Yearly 
Cost %/hr 

. 2,886,000 

48o.ooo· 

800,000 

.2,Q00,-QOO_·_, 

69~000 

1,100,000 

. 66.000 
12-5,.000 

TOTAL 

Unit Cost 
Mils/Kwh 

lo37 

o23 

•:·: ·:. t)3S 

lo24 

o03 

o52 

e03 
g06 

5c;99 

Noteg Items 1,2,3,4," and 5 above were obtained by extrapolating the figures. 
given in B and W AED-50lo Extrapolation was made by using the ratio 
of the net KW outputs of the two reactors raised to the Oo6 powero 

The above table shows a lower final cost than that obtained for the . :, . 

OO'R due mainly to the fact that our design is based on a larger power output lrJhich 

results in a lower unit cost on capital equipmento 
-

One of the major objectives in this project. -was t,o red1;1ce the 

1 inventory of uranium and bismuth. However, it can be seen from the tabulated 

figcires that the inventory charges are of such small magnitude that no appreci-

able saving in power cost is possibleo 

Slight· reduction·· in net unit: .. co.st·:. may be achieved due to the possi~ility 

that our primary heat exchanger may be less costly to fabricate than the con~ 

ventional shell and tube heat exchanger which it replaceso Any savings here 

would probably be offset by the increased cost of the boiler which might require 

higher alloy steels to contain the fused salto 

.r·' --

·. 
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. .. loO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ·MATERIALS USED 

Bismuth 

Melting Point 

Boiling Point 

Specific Heat (842.°F) 

Thermal Conductivity 

Viscosity 

Density g/cc 
10~07 
9.84 
9 .. 66 

Density 

Specific Heat 

·Density 

Specific Heat 

·Viscosity 

Graphite 

Fuocd Galt 

Thermal Conductivity Btu/hr °F 
9 .. 66 . 
8 .. 89 

520 °F 

2691 °F .· 

o.,oJ6 Btu/wor 

8.,95 Btu/hr ft °F 

_lo28 Cpo 

Temperature °F 
520 
842' 

1112 .. 

1-.78 g/cc 
\ 

00'402' Btu/# °F . 

1033 #/rt3 

Oo27 Btu/# °F 

1.6:cp 

Temperature °F 
286 
700 
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Thermal Neutron Cross Sections 

Marlieriall 

u233 

Bi209 

c12 

Th232 

u~34 

u 235 

u236 

Pa233 

Th233 

Fission-Prod:ucts 

O""a• 

305 

0~0167 

Oo00l67 

)o65 
' 

.. 48 

358 

3o.l.) 

52 

1043 

19/)285 

l)o24 

ll)o6 . 

l.o62 

~-· 

.v.:·f.' . 

278 

302 

8c.2 
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2.,0 PHYSICAL CONSTANl'S nf CORE 

2ol Tae bismuth flow rate through the core is a function of 

power output and temperature rise across the coreo For 750 MW of 

heat and a 500 °F rise across the ~or~, the flow rate is given by: 

' 

(750 MW)(3o413Btufhr)( l ··. Btu 1#°F)(~ °F) :::: lo422' ·~ lOB·#· ~~ 
. MW 0 .. 036 1 ' .:>00 · 1 "14

' 

2o2 The flow area:. and number of tubes required per pass for 

the two pass arrangement with moderator to fuel ratio of 1 is cal-

cmlat.ed from core diameter and .fuel channel diameter .. 

Flow. area per pass=(l/4)(-rr)(R2) ~ (11)(32)/(4) ·= 7o069 ft .. 

Number of tubes in core per pass e(7 .. o6.9,.r,t2)(J.44 in2/ft2)(4/111 .. 5 ) 

· 
111 576 tubes. 

2 ... 3 The bismuth flOl'T velocity is now calcUlated from the 

above parameters~ 

Velocity:( lo422~ o8 
#Bi/hr) <dtw) ( 3600;e~?hr> ( 7 oOE9rt2) 

. :: 9.,JJ .ft/sfic 

2 .. 4 The total pressure drop across the core consists of three 

major factors which are the density difference in the two passes · · 

which produces a negative drop, the friction losses inclpding exit 
. . 

and entramce losses at the top of the reactor, and the turning 

losses in the bottom header... The equation for the pressure drop 

across the core is given below: 
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AP "-D0¥-t,.~ :: t~ ~ K0 d 0 ] 

De .EI core ~eight ~ 6 ft~ . . . .. ',:.: .... 

. ,P ~ dens!ty difference in two passes· Qf core :: 7 lb/W 
. . 

v a f'low velocity in core ~ 9ol.3 ft/sec 

· f e friction factor. in ~uel channel ~. OoOOJl. .·, 

L ~ total flow length ~ 14 fto 

· K0 and Ke El contraction and expansion eo~tN.cd.ents 

.• @!!. 0 .. 04 and Ool6 respectively 

C ~.turning loss coefficient~ Oo008 t ••• 

AP ~.., (7)(6) + (61~1Jtol)) . [(Oo003l)(rh) 
·41Ji. {2)( ){32.,17). . loSf~2 ·. + o.ou + o.~ J 

(2)(612)(0o008)(9elJ2o25) .,.. . 144 ·. . . 

A P :,; 1Z.o59 lb/in2 

. )oO NUCLEAR.CALCutATIONS . 
' 

) .. 1 Preliminary Nuclear Calculations 

)oll Breeding Ratio ==··'ii'or the .prelimi.n~&Ty calculationS of the 

effect of moderator to fuel ratio on the treedipg ratio» a 'simple 

one~group method was usedo For thi~ case the br.eeding rati~ may be., 

expressed asg 

Bo Ro ~ . ~ = ·1 = a]fh. 

1\ l;ll neutrons released per absorbtion in u233 

,tota~ "u23.3 
a ~ ~a ~a 

· "u233 
L.a. 

I . 
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fb s u233 atoms prOduced (net) per neutron leaking from·core 

Example 

NOTE: 

u233 conce,ntration :: 600 ppm in Bio 

Vc /VBi : loO 
u 
a s Oo002364 
c 
a = Oe000746 
Bi 
a :a Oo000236J 

1l ~ 2.Jl ' . 

[2 1 1 ( o.o02364 o .. ooo746 )] 
B.R. ~ ·3 = ~ (0.002364) fb 

B.R. ~ 1.179 fb 

Although fb i.s known only approximately these calculations 

show a trend in B.Ro with Vc/VBi" 

)ol2 Critical Mass and Core Radius -~ The preliminary caleu= 

lations for the effect of the moderator to fuel.ratio on, the critical 

mass at constant breeding ratio and to determine the effect of fuel 

concentration on core radius '!lrere based on ~ modified one=velocity
0 

two region mout::ll. These calculations were performed for spherical 
. . . 

geometry with the core size for the actual right cylindrical reactor 

determined by equating the bare core bucklings. · 

The model employed· can be expressed by the. following relations~ 

Material Buckling 

!J· 

. (function of eore only) 
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Geometric Bucltlinc 

Dc(BR8cot(BR8 ) ~ i) ~ "' Db[~~:c_otliricb (R~ = R8 ) + 1 J 
K ::;:: . ~2b ·.. . . 

b . b2b 

For calculation of.R8 

(-rf /R~)2 B (7T /Rcyl.)2+, ( v/2bcyl)~ 
where ihl!l R · :"'1 

CY.L 

To calculate the criticalmass as a function of the moderator 

to fuel ratio at constant breeding ratio9 the fuel concentration 

for various moderator to fuel ratios corresponding to a given 

B!lft..: were p~cked f'rom F:i.g A 0 The critical mass }faS th~;t calculated 

using the model explained ~thrive. Also the critical core radius fo:r . 

various fuel concentrations (at Vc/Vsi m 1) were determined. 

Example:· 

u233 concentration ~ 600 ppm in Bi 

Vc/VBi liiJ 1 

V ~ 2o54 

~; .. S! Oo002675 

. L·f 111 Oo0021S'8 
/ 

· ~ ::: Oo082.5 cm=2 

. Dt, e 0.925' em 

De~ Oo975 em 

(~~ ~ Rs) ~ 9lo5 CM 

! 
f 

i .. 

.. 
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R~ ~ssumed to be 85~5 
• 

BR8 cot(BRs) E!l ~ [ K~5coth Kb(R~ = R5 ) + 1] + 1. 

BR8cot(BR8t~ = 6o64 

BRS ~ ,2o 75 

R5 ~ B5o5 (check ) 

J.;lJ Heterogenaty Calculations == The reference design 

··considered for evaluation consisted of a graphite block with 

cylindrical holes which are filled wi.th the (U +Bi) fuel solutiono 

It was desired at the start to determine the effect of this -

arrangem~nt on the nuclea-r· homogeneity of the systemo Since. t·he 

most important effect of .the homogeneity of the .system is on therr~l· 

utilization thtts effect was evaluated by compa~~:n:~ the ·thermal 
. ··~ 

utilization of the given heterogeneous system~~ the system homo~ 

geniz·edo On the basis of diffusion theory9 the thermal uti~i.zation 

'of the heterogeneous system can be expressed by the .following 

relat:i,on: 

1/f o E 
vBi~Di + vC ,c F 

""'-a . "ra 

The exact expressions for F and E involve the modified Bessel 

functions» but it was found that gr~ater calculational accuracy 

could be obtained by use of the approximate expressions for R and Eo 

:.:·. 



R' ~ tube radius 
0 

R1 ~·cell radius 

¥f9u ~(~)La Lu. ·} o 1 
I 

These relations were used to evalu.ate.the the:l:"ma.l utilization 
I I • • 

of the re~tor which was then compared with .. a. }?.omogenous thermal 

utitliza:ti"ono 

Example~ · 

u233 concentration ~ Oo02 % volo 

2 i § OoOOJJ905 

L~r e~ 0~25393 

. co ' La ~a Oo0001492 

~~O 15 l4o59 
· Bi0 · 2a ~ Oo0004726 

R0 e~ lo905 em 

Rl el·~o694 

Substitution of the above dat~ into the above equations .gives:. 

E ~ loOOOOJ6 

p·~ lo0011712 

l/f ~ loOO. 00)6 + 10o0004726) + (lo00ll712)'(0o0001492). 
· ( Oo002990} · . . 

(by holTlogeneous calculation fB Oo.824) 

As can be seen by the $'b~v·~ results-9 the nuclear calculations 

J$Y be made by homogenizing the reactoro 

/ ' ·V 

( 
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·3~2 Fission Product Poisoning C~lcul~tions · 

The method of calculating the f,ission produc:t poisoning used 

for this report is the s~me as was employed by BNL 'in their· LMFR 
. ~fJl. . 

design;, For this method ~ the total fission· products are divided 

into three separate groups;- volatile.9 lldti voikiir~2 rUsed salt 
i ' 
, soluble 3 and non volatile fused salt in~solubleo- The following 

fission product data have been taken from B ,& W =AED = 5oJ,.: 
3o2l Volatile Fission Products 

Xe135 potspning was a.ssumedo 

An arbitrary value of 1% 

3 .. 22 Non Volatilejj Fus~d Sal~ -~oluble Fission Products (.fps) 

(a) s1 group 

Y51 ~- 10 millimoles 

d' sl ~ 37 sOOO bo ( Oo025 eva) 19v2B5 bo (590 °C) 

MW .sl 1!:1 149 o2 

(b) S2 group erose sections less than 1000 barns 

Y82 § 1042~3 millirnoles; 

(JS2:;: 25o4 bo (0.,025 ev) 

MW8 2 e~ ll3o4 

3o23 Non Volatile 9 Fused Salt Insoluble Fission Products (fpn) 

(a) ~ group cross sections greater than 100 barns 

Y'nl ~ 59o5 millimoles 

<J"n1:;;: 218 bo (Oo025 ev') 

·MW 1 s 100 . n 

,.,..,..-·. 

/ 



(b) ~ gro11p cross section less than 100 barns 

Y 112 l!i 594o 5 JrdiumOles 

a-n2 ~ 3i.l b. (Oo02S ev) . lo62 b.,- . (590 °C) 

MWrl2 1!1 97 oB 

For theseealculations, the followd.ng expression for poi•on 

fraction was used:: (tl'lis formula negiects fission product deeay9 

but except for very small processing times can be n'eglec.tedo-) 

ar:average cross section for fission product group: 

· '¥':::y x 10 ... 3 moles 

f mchemical processing cycle time (sec) 
,C· .. 

3o3 Isotope and Pa Build Up 

3 o 31 Blanket 

(a) Pa ·and u233 build up -=. The decay chain for the 

production of u233 in the blanket ca~ be simplified to 

Th232(n9 ~) Th233' _A •.Pa233 AI. u2J3 . . . l (n;r) ·. ·.j (n,d'j 

Th234 Pa234 

It was assumed with negligible error that as a th.orium=232 

atom captured a neutron it immediately becomes a pr~tactira~Jj 

atom.. For this _condition3 the stead,...state build up of Pa and ·u233 

become: 
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N15 = oc(02) ·.{ :.'~· .. 

No2 ... (f'"c(l3) ft-~131" (1/tb)a· 

N23 ·= . lJa(02) l A1.3 

No2 ... ~(13) ,i+ A 1.3 + cil~>aJ ~(23) I .,.. (1/~)b J 
f 1!9 ~verage thermal flux ov~r blanket and external system 

... 233 
.A.b"" decay constant for Pa nual.e;t 

~ e c~emical processing cycle time· 

-a.,~~b 8 accounts for the type of pr~cessing scheme in which 

some o.f the Pa and u233 is fed baek to the blanketo 

(b) Isotope build-up= At steady state anc;i with continuous. 

chemical processing,~~ the build=up equations. for ~r~nium isotopes u23~' 
2~ n6 . · · · 

U and U can be written asg 

3o32 .Isotope Build Up In Core ==· The isotope buil.d:..up · 

in the core will depend on whether the uranium feed to the core as 

100% u233 or the· composition .as produced in the blanketo 
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(a.) For the case of lOO$ u233 .reed, the isotope build-up . 

equations at ·$teady state beeome.: 

o-eC23) 

o~(24) 

N25 ·::: o-a.(23) 

N23. d""a ( 25) 
--

K26 ... tTe( 23) X q; (25) 

N2J = (Ta (2$) X O""a.(26) · 

(b) For the case of feed wi. th uranium of the blanket 

composition, the asotope build-up equation_s become at steady state: 

creC2J)t- . p(4301(23) 

0 (24) a 

ffr:.(23)+ <fa;(23) [ q(U3 + _o< 53 ] 
(F' ,(25) ' :. 
~ 

3eh. F1nal Nuclear Calculations (two group treatment) 

After detezamining t·he core parameters. by t'he simple prelimi= 

nary calculations it was desired to. investigate the following. 

blanket parameterso 

(1) Blanket thickness verS\1$ breeding ratio 

(2) Blanket u233 
concentration versus power ~atio 

(3) Blanket Vc/VBi versus power ratio 

...... ·:. 
: ... ;. 
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It was realized that this· could only be done adequately by a. 

two group treatmento. The two group method employed was based 01'1 · 

the following differe~ial equationsi · 

CORE. 

v ~r2b ~2b to.' 

~IRbcplb. 

These equations ca:n be solved on the ORACLE at ORNL in spherical 

geometryo From this method critical fuel cortcentrations 9 flux 

distributions.il (fast and .slow)i and complete neutron balances were 

obtained directlyo 

' 3o4l Fermi Age Calculations · == To ·determine the·. age from fission 

to thermal energies for the nuclear calculations.~~ the method ~ 

· Glasstone & Edlund was used~ issuming a flux .. distribu.tion of l/E. 

the Fermi Age becomes: 

7.': ~ ( lith . D( u) du . 
IAr" . -/, ):! t( u) 

For the purpose of calculation9 the region between fission and 

the~l was b:roken ·into three parts; then the appropriate consta.ntrs 

evaluated for eaeh regiono Usihg this method9 the Fermi Age equation 
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Di a diffusion coefficient for region li. 

L:i : total macroscopic cross section for region !i. 

r :if. average gain in ·lethargy per· collissicm 

3o42 Resonance Escape Probability ~· To determine the resonane~ 

escape probability, the method from Glasstone & Edlund for homogeneous 

mixtures was usedo Assuming a flux distribution of 1/E; the resonance 

du 

For the p'urpose of calculations, the energy region between . 
fission and thermal energies was broken into three parts; then the 

appropriate constants evaluated for er.ch regd.ono By this method9 ·the 

resonance escape probability equation becomes: 

- [ ,1 . ~2 ".3 ] 

p ~ exp -1~1 -L;;r- Lf~l 
L: ~ total macroscopic absorption cross section for region i 

2:-t ~ ~otai macroscopic cr~ss section for region i 

f ~ aver~ge gain in lethe,rgy per collision 

-3o43 Estimation of Fast Fission Factor ~= For the purpose of 

estimat:intt th$ fast fission•£actor9 the model for a bare reactor 

with· fast leakage and l'/lOnoe:hergetic fission neutrons. was usecio The · 

expression for the fast fission factor 

I c 

·-:. 

....... 

. ·~. 
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. For the purpose of calculational simplicity8 the int~"fVal to 

·uth were broken up into t~;re:e: groups, and average cross section~ far 

each group used. From this the fast fissio!l factor is given by~ . 

3.5 Temperature Coeffici~nt Calculation 

For the purpose of determining the·temperature coefficient of. 

the reference reactor9 the simple one ... group bar~ model approximation 

was employed. The multiplication· equation for this can be expressed 

by~ 

k :;: vf!. P g p -t ra NL 

then the temperature equation becomes~ 

cfk ~ fl ·cf!r. 1 d"Ic 1 ·cl(l+t2a
2

> -r ..l~-+!...a··+!-,~1 
7T ..; k !r J'T -La, J''T - l+L~B2 JT. pcfT g JT € JTJ 

. . 

w.here 
(1) (1/g)(J g/J'T) d b(r:IB2jtfT) +. B2(cf'r/JT) 

(2) (1/p)(J'p//T) :! IJU.(lft/PT)~JJ (J4u/fT) fi'/3/J'T) :: 0 
m 

(3) (<f~aJ;T) ~ ~ NiVOatcfT) ... (3Nio;_i/J..)'J'.J./rfT) 

(4) (l'f.r/T) - MtJ€f~hrT) = (3Nui'JJHfJ./JT)Bi 

(5) [J(l.r, L2
B

2
) if'T] ~· B2~J}fJT) of t 2(cfB2fJT) 

(6) . (l/t)(tf~/cfT) ~ 0 (assumed) 
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(IB2/JT) a ... 2132 o( 
' c 

(/1/rf'f) _:; d1.
0 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(J'~/~) :: ('GjL1u
0

)(d.l1roJ/'r) 

(J'4'u/J-rr) :: l/CT 

. (11) (r:fcr;_/r!'f) e . .,. <o;/2T) . 

EXAMPLE: Reference Reactor 

Material 

·Carbon 

Bismuth 

(j.. ~ ( 1/J ) f(/../ 1/T) 

6 X 106/ 00 

15 X 106; °C 

0 (assumed) 

2 L ~ 502o3 

c:; !!I 566 

· 2fu~ Nu a;u § OoOOl55J 

B2 g: Oo 000965 · 

~ use of the above equations, 

(1) (1/g)(ardfT) m 65o,2 x 10«>6 

(2) (1/p)(d'pJ{T) :;; 2lo3 X 10co6 
--

( 3) (J'la/r!T) ~ ~le24J; :x: 10=6 

(4) (oL:rfr!T) ~ ~o9696 x 10=6 

(5) c{(l + t 2B2)/IT. ~ ;,5o94 x io=6 

. ~- . . 

lo24J6xl.O 5o94:rl0=6 
+ Oo0020l5 -t 1 + (S02~5')(o~0009BS) 

~21o3 x 10=6 ~ 65~Z x 10=6 

~k/c{T) ~ -=-9 x 10=$' 
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3o6 Reference Reactor Calculations 

3.61 Reference Reactor Data 

( 2) 

(3) 

(4) 

a. = ) fto 

T (blanket t·hickness) · :;g .3 ft 

Vc/Vf 1 1(blanket) : 2 ue so 

(5) u233 cone. in Bi (blanket) e .300 ppm 

( 6) 

( 7) 

Th conao in Bi (blanket) = 10% by weight 

Power (total) : 770 MW (heat) · 

' ( 8) Poison Fraction in Core and Blanket ~ Oo05 (assume) 

3 ... 62 Oracle Results 

(1) U_conco in·Bi (core) : 285 ppm 

(2) Resonance Abso in Blanket = 2o968 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

( 6) ~ B :: 1 .. 445 

(7) ~ c g 1 ... 4035 

(8) ~D ~ lo49 X lo14 

(9) ~C "" 2o 71 x 1olS 

3 .. 63 Power Generation in Blanket 

~ ~ ·A~~~B .· -rc· Atc~c' -· e ~-r-;;.::~~~r- e 0.185 

PB/PT e 15.6 

·p :! 120 I>M 
B 
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).64 Breeding Ratio~ (Neglecting Pa. Loss) 
. ~ . 23 Th 

_ Are::{ B .,. (ta =l)A:m -r !2B 
BctRo = · 23 23 . 

. A2C -£C· -t- A~m f B 

. . . ! . 

"(A~~) ~ {3o59J "' Oo46J)(Oo928). ~ 2o 75$ 

2o968·= (1.455)(0 .. 593) r 2o155 
BoRo e (3ol0)(1o4035) r (Oe59J)(lo445) 

B.R .. : Oo997 

).65 Blanket Processing Cyele 

VrJ(VB + vHoE) -~ Oo90.5 

Assume~ 10 Liters/MW of heat 

VH.E~ ~ 2.20 X 106· oc 

P(B + H.E: :: p B(Oo90S)' g: (lo49 X l014)(0o905) Cl (lo35 X 1014 
•I 

(N23jN°2 )~t:3 2o69 ~-lo=3 

~ 1'!1 cTa(~2) {> ~ 1.3. . . --
ND2' (a:-a(l3)p -r A. 13 .,:=aftBHO""a(2J) p t- b/t:B) 

. . 

!!gJ_ . . ., (.3 .. 65 x lo""24)(le35 -~-:i614_)(.?i9l x;lQ;.?"')ift,., . . . ·~'"·'· 
N02 "'[(~2H_lo35):LL01°) 2~9lxl0~ 1+ 9~~~/tBJ[Oo~n(i~-~5}~o~lOt:O.o28S/ti l~ ·· · · 

N23 .. .lhoh$ X lO~l? 

N; tl (3x10""1 + · Oo28/tBH OoLJ.Mo=7-r Oo285/tB) 
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.3.66 Protaetind.um Build-up In Blanketg 
.. 

..!iJ..., ~ ~(23)f +- b/ta 
--w23 - . ' . : 13 . 

N1J ~- (J05%J.0""24Hlo3SxJ.ol4) T (0.285)/(3%106) . . t N23 . 2o9) X 10.-
_ .. 

(I\JIN23) :;:: Oe464 

p (S!bso in Pa/abs in·u in blanket)g (Nl.)O"' lJ)/(N
2

J. a;
3

) 

tlt. (0.464).(52/305). ~ 0,.0792 ' 

. P
1 

(abs in Pa/abs :in U OTB) :i: (0.079~)_(0ol56) = Oo0l2 : 

?e67 Isotope Build~up In Core \ ' 

' 

<~i4/N23>" ~ ore(23)ira~24) = 27/48 s _o.S6J. 

N2,fN23 . :. tr0 (23)/a;(25) : 27/3'58 • Oo07S4 

N2YN23 a ~(23)0C(25)/Ga(25) o-,(26) __ : (27){55)/(358)(3.1) 

~ lo.JJS 

P24/2.3. ~- N24 a;:< 24)/N2J{Ta(23) ~- .(Oo56J.)(48)/(305) o Oo0885 

P. /·· ·= ~ o-a( 25) .... VlJ"t( 25) : (Oo0745/.305)(356 -· 2oS~OJ) 25. 23 -1123 cr (23) .. . . 
- a ' . . 

. ft ... O'olOJ. 
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J~, 66 F'!i.ssion Product Poisoning in ·core &. Processing Cycle 

Assumed: 
' ' (1) Volatile fission products: P

1 
•;oo~l 

(2) Soluble fission products P
2 

~ 0 .. 00 

. , ( 3) Insoluble fission pr9dicts. P3 e 0~~04 · 

Required P,ro~essing.Cycle 

~c .. a 2. 71 x 1015 

P • 6e55 X 10J.4 

. . . . . ~9 

4 4.,42 X ~0 ,. + OoQ .6 a 

. .1 :74o5 X 10~ t. C. 

Assunii~g .. tc until P3 a Oo04 

tc. ·= 174 daY's · (1 .. 5 :x l07 sec) 

,: 
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4o.O DffiECT CONTACT EXCHANGER PERFORMANCE 

4ol Pumping Performance of a Disc Type Li'qui~ Liquid 

Jet Pwnpo 

The basic equation employed is·that for a linear liquid 

liquid jet pump with cylindrical mixing tube ( S ) o 

l/g l3.jvj ~ W8Vs "" (Wsil> wj>!.J :_ AtEP~ t zt.) .... (p6 o\r z~ 
Q :ts volunie rate of fiow.ll cu rt/sec 

W is weight rate of flow3 lb/sec 

V is average fluid velocity3 rt/sec 

A is area of· irdxing· tube cross section» ft2 .. · 

. p is pressure, ).bs/:rt2 .. 

g is acceleration due to ~ravity» ft/sec2 

Z is. elevation of measuring section above arbit·racy datum.9 ft · 
- ·.~ ' . -. - . ~ ... . . -- --

~ !efer~ to entrance end of cylindrical miXing tube 

j refers to drive jet ( fused salt ) 

s refers to suction fluid · ( fue;:L ) 

t refers to the outlet end of the mixing tube 

Assumed constant. values.:. 

V s =co 10 rt/sec 

Ps ~- l4o7 psia 

vd <=><=> 20 :rt/sec {coolant velocity in downcomer) 

-· 
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r = 4 ft.,. ( radius to mixing tube exit ) 
·m .. 

· rd··COC> l:o-2~ ft ( radius of drive line downcomer ) 

zt ... za .. = .. ? 
.. 0 

A T f """" 500 F ( ·ruel temperature drop across exchanger ) 

p .;..:, 750 m ( reactor power generations: heat;: _core ) 

Sample calculation for ~ coolant temperature rise of 250°F and -.. - -·. ~. . -. - -- ·- . ' . . .. . . . 

a jet velocity of 15 ft/sec~ 
. ' . 

- -
·Qs =.w.~ lp s 

W · - 403 000 IJ3/s.ec s-
Q·

5 
:::: 64e 8 cu rt/ sec 

Wj : ).0>~>?60 LB/sec 

Q. = l02 o4 cu ftjsec 
s 

Assume that r = 1 .... 5 r = lo-92 ft (radius to disc jet nozzle)~ j= d~ 

Now ¢onsidering one=half pf the jet pump it is seen that. 
. 2 

A - 3o24 ft ( ·Cross sectional area of suction exterior to jet ) 
s ""' ·: 

·. 2 
Aj ~ o•6B ft ( Cross sectiona~ area of jet .) 

.. . 2 
A{ ~ )o.92 ft ( 9.~.o~s..sectional area of miring tube at 

entrance(and exit)~assuming a cylindri~al 

miXing tube for one=half the total flow· ) 

V~ may now be determined for the hypothetical cylindrical tubeo 

V ~ :: 2;lo3 ft/see 

~~ ~ ~he ~a sic formu;la for the linear jet the change in pressure 

across the cylindrical mixing tube is calculated to be 
' . 

. . 
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The cylindrical mixing -tube is now related to the actual 

radial mixing tube by expanding the exit area of. t~e former 

~? ~<p~.a~ ~he corresponding exit. area of the latter& The· 

velocity at the exit of the radial mixing tube is then 

determined by the use of the' actual area of one~half the total 

area of the mixing tube exit for the design jet punipo-

10.3 ft/sec 

The decrease in velocity resulting fror! the expansion of the 

~~ tube exit is accounted for as an increase in pressure 

across tl?e mixing tube»A p18 
• 

1610 psf 

wherepm is the estimated average density at the_mixing tube exit 

calculated from the ratios· of volumetric fiow rates 

on the assumption that complete mixing has occmrrf;!d,. 

Thus the actual rise in. pressure across the mixing tube equals 

A p 1 ~ t\P" = 2061 psf 

Since the change in velocity and pressure across the mixing tube 

has been determined, the total change in head for each liquid 

· may ·be readily calculated., 
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Change in· coolant head·· 

due to velocity chan:~e 

due to pressure change . 

Net change 

=122~ 

88JO psf. (loss) 
. . 

2061 psf · . · (gain) 
__ ._ .... ·. . . 
6769 psf .(loss) 

Siinilarlyli the ?et gain in fuel head is 2119 psf. -. 

The theoretical ·mecha ni.cal efficiency is defined as the· rat·e at 

~h~c~,mechanical erier~ is added to the suction flu~~-di~~~d by 

the rate mechanical energy is·:;J .. ost by the drive fluid& Thus: 
---- . . 

. . . . . :-.-- .. ~ ---. --~-- . :--
. . 

For the above example the efficiency is .calcuiated to be 20 % .. 
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4o2 Heat transfer in the coc.current fiow of two immiscible 

liquids ~Gurney=Lurie Approximationo 

Consider drops of Fuel as spheres s~ounded by a 
. . . 

coolant rnedimn at constant temperature ... For a given drop size» 
. ~ . 

~~t~~~- ~_emperatu.re ~ffe:renc_e:? and co!ltact _ _:time ~~te~ne 

the prope~ solution to the unsteady state heat transfer 

prob~e~. b;y __ ernploying the proper Gurney=Lurie chart · (OJ. )o 

In actuality the coolant rnedimn is not at constant temp= 

erature but is warming from zero contact timeo The 
' assumption is made that the actual temp~rature difference 

after a_specified contact time will be the average of the 

two values obtained by taking the initial temperature 
10 0 

difference to be 500 F and 750 F aa shown in the sketch 

below .. 

LlT 
,..._ ---

Soo~-

} 2-oo•F 
~~-------------------

TIME. 

p 

!/ 
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Sample calculation~ 

Consider the case where 
- - -· - . -

contac~ time is 0&2 sec ( 0~556 x 10~4 hr ) 

'r ~. drop radius is 0 ... 06 9' .. m 

his 2500 BTU/ HR. SQ FT@ F 

drop. center is reference poinif for temperatureo 

The chart abcissa~ Xs is evaluated by the formula 

X 

•, --

' k x contact time 

2 density x C x r 
p m 

k - 8o9.5 BTU/HR. FT° F 

· .. C ., 0~.036 BTU/LB eF 
.p-

Oo902 

den5i ty is 614 LBS/FI'J 

This value of X together with a·value of n equal to zero and 

a value of the w, resistance ratio w of Oo716 is used to enter . : 
. . 

the charto The corresponding value of Y.~> the ordinate.li. is· 
_, ·.. . 

0&08o Note that the resista,nce ratio.li m.i> is defined as: 

' .. 

Thus 0.,.08 equals. the final temperature .difference divided 

b;y-_t~~ temperature difference at zero contact timeo 

For an initial tempera.ture difference .of 7.5d'F · . .ta, T(upper) 
··-- ·--· - . . 

is 60@F.;.AT(lower),l) corresponding to an initial6,T of .500°F9 is 40. °F .. 

Therefore T at t equal Oo.2 sec is 50~o. 
= 

-,-. 

' 
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4o.J Prediction of Heat Transfer Coefficients for Moving Spherese 

The basic fo~a used is. 

9ee reference ( I 0 ) ~ 

St - h/densityx C x Velocity . -· - - ·- .. - . p . 

Sc : · viscosity X cp I k 

Re :::::: drop diameter x Velocity x density I viscosity.;· 

Salt propertiest 

Oo27 BTUILB°F 

Oo 15 Bl'U/HR FT0 .F 

.density · == -lOO · LB/Fl'l 

viscosity ~= 3~87 LBIHR FT 

Note that the value of h depends ~pon the drop size of the fuel 

· .· arid the. properties of the coolant. 

For a fuel drop Ool" in radius and a relative velocity of 

2 FT/SEC, Re equals 31009 Sc. equB.ls 1.,.40 o The solution of the 
' ~ ~. . . 

basic formula for h gives a value of 3300 BTU/HR FT2 °F.,. 
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Calculatio.n of the Terminal Velocity of a Fuel Drop 

Falling Through a. Medium of Fused Salt~ 

At the terminal velocity0 drag force equals driving forceo 

' Dra& force Iiiii. Cn X_ Salt densi ~y ~ r 2 
X V2/?. 

where On is taken a~· Ool£4e ·' ' •. 't ·.. . >~ . 

Driving force : 4/.3 x ~ x salt":'fuel.density difference x go 
I 

Thus V3 the terminal velocity@; may be expressed aa. 

' , l. . . • 2 
V ::.;;; 8..,99 x (r3 inches) 2 x ( noo of g 1 s ) 
~ - . . . ' 

For· the case in which the drop radius equais 9o062 w ·and the 
. 2 

graV!-~a~i~nal accelerat~on equals 32o2 FI'/SEC !Y the terminal 

velocity is 2o24 Fr/SECo 

In like manner the following expression for the termina,;J.. 

!~locity of a salt drop falling through a medium of fuel may 

be derived&: 

~ ; ' . 
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4o5 Calculation of the Diameter and Angular Orientation 

of the Fue~ Settling Chamber~ 

T~e calculation for the reference design yielded a-velocity 

of ~Oo) FT/SEC at the ·rii:ifi~·'t~be exito It is assumed that the 

linear velocity is converted to a velocity of 10 FT/SEC in 

circular motion at an average radius of five teeto Thus the 

centrifugal acceleration developed is 20 FT/SEC2·o· The 
-··-·- . -
resultant acceleration.~> as show by the following sketch is 

lol8 gns at an angle of 58 degrees with the horizontalo 

___ B! -~~--?f the fornmla developed in part 4oJ; of the Ap:penc11X: 

the terMinal velocity of a coolant drop risini in the fuel is 

loO Fl'/SEC ( drop radius equal to Oo062"! )o·Thus the eritica). . ' . 
i . . . 

downward velocity of the fuel iSl taken as 1 .. 0 Fl'/SEC so that , 

under the simplified assumptions made!' t~e coolarit w:Ul not pe 
. . 

carried into the core if the coolant drops ·are larger than the' 

given valueo 

With a total fuel flow of 64o 8 · F.r3/SEC the :.area of the top ' 

~f the fuel settling ring_ corresponding to a normal flow velocity 

of 1 Fl'/SEC is calculated~ The tnickn~~s of the ring' at its top 

is: lo.6 Fl' 9 measured normal to the tube· wall ... · 

.· 

• '1, •. :· • .... r: .. ' . ~ ...... ··· ·. .. -

.-.. -;•' 
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Although not indicated in Fig~ 129 for the downward velocity to be constant 
.. -. -- -· - . . 

. at 1· FT/SEC,?. the_· .:ri.ng .thickness; ~t b~-'--;~duced .. a:s the inner : .. radius .:Lncre~seB~ 
- .. . . . ' .. - ... -· - .. 

4o6 Heat Transfer in the CountePcUz.rent~~1'":'Twi>;.~ .. tirilrds6ibl~~4't-· .. 

Liquids coc. ·Modified Heat Transfer Coefficient Methodo-

Consider a parcel of fuel fluidl.which.is. subject to a temperature 

driving force which varies with time~ The problem is treated as a 
- ~ . . - ;· 

steady state case by using a log mean temperature driving force~ 

The basic equation is Q/ 9 U 'ATJ.m where 

Q: is the heat in BTU ·which is available in the .fuel dr.op9, or 

some fraction of that lieat • 

. e is the contact time in seconds; 

U is an effective coe_fficient of heat transfer 

A is the outside area of drop 

4 T is the log mean temperature driving.forceo 
1m 

-~ Calculate the average area of heat transfero 

A 
M 

I( ' 
.( 47rr2x 4/J ~ dr 
JA4/37rr3 dr 
~ 

=a' 

b~ Calculate the average path for heat transfer by conductiono 

R 

1M ::: £. f!J"r'J (R ~ i!') dr fA 3Jrr3 . CftO - _ 
.,!., -- 1/5 R 

0 

~ . 
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c~ Calculative the effective coefficient of heat transfero 

;i/U ~ ·1/h t ·lM 1br a2 ·. 
iC·x B/J,R2 : . 1/h ·~ (~ /k) ( J/2) 

For a value of h equal to 2500 BTU/HR SQ FT°F@ a value of 

k ·equal to 8o95 BTU./HR FT ° F.!> a. contact time of Oo) seco 9 ... -·- ~. -·. - . . . . . _._ .. 

~n~--:~~-?:rop ~adius of 0.,_10" the following quantities are_ 

· obtainedg: =4 2 A - 8o 73 :k 10 - Fl' 

u - 147o · mu/HR sQ. FT ° F 

Q - 0~0268 BTU (based on.a 500°F temperature drop) 

. /l T.. - . 250°F 
1l!f"" 

do- Evaluate out,let fuel temperature less; inlet coolant temperature 
. . ~ ' . . 

given ,that the "temperature drop in the fu~l is 500 ° F. ~nd the 

temperature drop in the coolant is 250 ° F"o 



4o7 Pumping Performance of a Fluid Contacting C,entrifugal 

Heat Exchanger. 

The basic equation assumed is: M V + ··MfVf = (Me + Mf ) Vt 
C C· . 

where 

M is the mass. rate of flow of coolant, LB/SEC 
. c ,. . . 

Mf is the mass rat~ of now of fuel;. LB/SEC 

V is the velocity of the incoming coolant, FT/SEC 
c 

V.f is the velocity of ·the incoming fuel~ Fl'/SEC 

V t is the velocity of fuel ani coolant after mixing., 

If Vf is taken to be zero and the above equation solved for the· 

velocity of the incoming coolant, the result is 

v c :. ( l. + Mf/Mc) v t, 
In this derivation it has been assumed that there is little'change 

in the pressure due: to mixing ... If the fuel liquid is oonsidered to 

b:_r?tati?g in an annular ring at the Velocity Vt ( losses neglected ) 3 

the number of g·0 s of centrifugal acceleration is given by 

where r is a properly averaged radius 

of the annular ringo 
0 :. 

This number of g s may be thought of as the 

fuel pressure head in feet in a standard gravitational field which 
- . . .. - i···· 

is equivalent to one foot of fuel pressure head in a gravitational 
. -· 

field equal to the_ centrifugal acceleration given above .. Denote 
2: 

this qu~ti ~y by H.. Thus V t /rg : H .. 

. If this equation is solved for V t and the. result·· substituted in the 

expression for Vc given above, the. result is 

1 

= (H x r x 32 .. 2 FT/SEC2 ) 2·. and 
. 1 

(1 + MrfMc) ( H x r x 32· .. 2 FT/SEC2)2 
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S~le Calculatiom __ 

Assume that V equals 6$ FI'/SEC and that the rati,o of c -

cooi.~nt 'f?:ow rate to fuel floW:. rate is ~'o Thus M
0
/Mf ·equals 1/)o 

V~ is :·then calculate-d to be 16~2 Fr/SEc;.· 

If it is further assumed that the rotating ring of fuel is· 
' -

o.S Fl' · in thickness then the pressure head developed in the .f'Uel 

because of the centrifugal·.ac;-;celeration is; Oo.,5 x H where H is 

caiculated from V by the expression previousiy given and a value - - -· - - . ... t - . . . .. -. . . . 

Of ~ detennined by the geometricSJ. configUration of the exchange~O, 
. . .. 

If r is take~ as 3 FT9 from the alternate design exchanger9 then 

Oo-.5. x H equBls: lo4 feet of pressure head .. 
. ·. ~-

' 
The velocity head_gain.ed by the fuel is 4~1 FT under the assUmptionS 

. _. ~ 

made and hence the total gain of head by the fuel is 5o5FT~ -It,is ·-·-- .. - -. .. ·-··· . 

believe.d that something of the order of 50% of the gain in velocity 

head and essentially all of the· centritugal.pressure head gained 

may be recoverede :· 
> 

·The theoretical mechanical effic~ency9 defined as the rate that 

mechanical energy is added to the fuel divided by the rate it is 

lost tc:>_ ~~e _ coolant3 may be approXimated by the following formula in 

which changes·in centrifugal head are neglected~ 

eff.,. 

For the c·ase examined above the ratio of fuel to cool,.ant weight· rat·es 

o~ flow is 3 -and the loss in the coolant velocity head.is 61.,:5 FJ;'o 
' 

An estimate of the theoretical mechanical efficiency is then 20~ 
~ 

-------- ---- --------------------
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5e-O HEAT EXCHANGER iJESIGN 

5ol Superheater design 

·nata:-. Blanket power = 120 · tvW. 

II II 2 0 
Tubes~-0. D •. =0 •. 95, L D.:.Oo-70 , k=l5 BTU/hr-ft- F 

Material 
' 

T. 1n 

T~ut 
T 
~vg 

G 
'p 

Density 

Viscosity 

Velocity 

J.Vass flow 

Thermal cond. 

Flow areas:- · 

U-Bi 

~ 

U-Bi 

1150°F 

909 

1034 

0 •. 036 BTU/lb-°F 

.. 610 lb./rt3 

10 ft/sec ,, 

13,100 lb/sec 

- . 

Steam A= (737) = 3.68 ft2 
(100)(2') 

Heat transfer coefficients (h) 

. hBi ::: 2500 BTUfhr-ft2-°F 

steam ~ = o.on(~f~r· 

Steam 
.0 

159 F 

1000 

880 

0.-63 

2 

2.o.J5 X 10-5 lb/sec-ft 

100 

131 
. .· 

34 •. 8 X 10-3 BTU/hr-ft
2

- °F 

h - 580 s 

Overall heat transfer coefficient= 383l 

) 
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Area and number of tubes::-

Q-:::: 113.9800 BTU/sec T: 150°F 

A- U~T = (~~j'~~)(60) = 7,130 ft2 

N= ~ = 19376 
-

·Holdup of tJ.~oB:t& 

a = heat flow area/ft ·of Ho-Eo- =- 252 

3 Vol~e-:- ~L)-(~i) ::. 60 .. 8 ft 

Mass ~ lBo-5 tons 

5o2 Water heater, Boiler and First Primary Superheater 

Data~ 

Water Heat~r Boiler .,, 

First Superheater 
fused salt water fused salt steam . fused salt steam 

Tin 72:7°F 508°F -874°F 592°F_ 917°F 592°F 

Tout 700 592 727 592 874 759 . ' 
'' 

Q BTU/sec 769400 
.. 

415.9000 122.9200 

AT 27 147 0 43 .. --
AH 104 .. 5 565o5 166o7 

c p., 0 ... 27 Oo.9 Oo-27 Oo27 0.,63 

Lb/ft3 103' 49 103 
. ' 

Ff/seco ;1.0 20 ;10 10 85 .. 5 

Lbs/sec lO.S20 .·131 10~520 737 10;520 731 

k Oo75 1 O.,JJ8 Oo75 Oo75 o ... OJ4B 

Viscosity ) ... 87 0 .. 278 )o87 )o87 0 .. 0846 

' ·-' ,1;',! 

'' 

/ 
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Flow areas:: 

Water and steam 
2 

Water heater Oo752 ft 

Boiler. 

Superheater -

Heat transfer coefficients: 

6 T: 

hfused salt 

hwh 

hsh 

; 2,410 

:. 5,900 

::. 580 

Water heater:. 6 Tlm = ATi- AT2 

·h Tl ::. 192°F · 

L:l T 1m -:: 162~ 

First Superheater: 
0 

AT1 =- 282 F 

LlT :212°F . J.m 

Overall coefficients: 

Water heater: U = 938 

ln(~~) 
. 2 

~ T 2 ::: 1350F 

First superheater: U = 383 

·Areas: 

Water heater ~ 1,810 rt2 

Superheater =- 5,420 .ft2 

Fused Salt 

10o22 ft2 

I I 

8 9 
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Boiler area: 

u16T2 - u26T1 
ln °v~~T2 
· ·:·u2.DT1 

l1_ : 938 u2 -= 382 

T2:: 282°F Tl = 135 

( U .OTJ..m) ::. 114 ~ ?OO 

Area.:: lJ~lOO .rt2 

Number of tubes 

lrlater heater 282 

Superheater 1376 

Boiler 1376 

Fused salt holdupst 

i 

Water heater :: 357 ft3 = l8o·4. tons 

First superheater= 219 ft3 = llo3 tons 

Boiler .: 531 .rt3 = 27 o) tons 
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6.0 PROPOSED REACI'OR ·SYSTEMS 

6.1 Proposed Sodium=Water Cooled System With Statio~r,y Uranium 

Bismuth Liquid Fuel 

super 
r---=----:---, 600 osi heater 

• I 

~~--il~taam/Min 

eondenser 

FigoL7-Systam Lay Out For Proposed Na=H20 Cooled Reactor 

One of the systems that was considered for this study LS indicated 

by Fig.27 o Liquid U=Bi fuel was to be contained in double walled 

tubes through which Na and H2o were to be circulated. Water under 

1000 psi, was to be. circulated through part of the core where it 

was heroted and allowed to flash down to 600 psi. Liquid Na1 which 

was. circulated through another section of the core was to be used 

for superheating; 



,.. 
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A brief study wa! made to determine the feasibility of such a 

system as a design project. The power output was set at 300 Nvl 

electrical, from 600 psi ste~m at. 800 °:r;'. 

As breeding was a necessary condition for the selc~tion of the 

system~ a simple model was used to obtain a value of the breeding 

gain that could be obtained fro1~1 such a reactor. The parwneters 

assumed for the reactor are civen in the following table.· 

~~oderator to Fuel Ratio 10 

sodiU111 Tube Thickness 0.125 in.' 

1.-Jater Tube Thickness 0.,25 in 

Fuel Channel Thickness 0.25 in 

lvatcr To Sodium Ratio .. 3.35 
/ 

The model used ·,.ras a bare cylinder, one velocity w.ith the 

assumption that all neutrons le?Idng from the core were absorbed in 

Th
232 

to produce urazrl,.lll'!o 1).11 poi3on·s other than materials of 
I 

construction Here net:Y,lectcd" 

cao·"' L - absorption in rna teria·l 
other than u . 

2_;;,_~ : absorption cross· section 
of U in core 

<: uaa~ L: - absorption cross section 
of pure U · 

From the a.bove equation the breeding ratio for core diameters 

of 20, 10, and 5 feet were calculated. The res\llts are given in the 

' 1-

' 

·' 
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following table. 

Core Diameter % U in Bi g 

20 o.500 0.19 

10 Oo516 0.23 

5 0.566 0.33 

As shown by the table breeding ratio was much too low 

·for economical power and the U concentration required is above the 

solubility limit of U in Bi. 

6.2 Powered Fluid Contacting Heat Exchanger 

Another design considered for the summer project was a device 

similar tc a centrifuge in 1nrhich heat exchange takes place within a 

turning bowl.. The powered heat exchanger is shown in Figure 20. It 

achieves four results. 

1. Counter-current heat exchange through intimate mixing of the 

heatant and coolant.. The fluids move in opposite directions ·under the 

combined effect of gravity and centrifugal force, taking advantage of 
\ 

the difference in density between the two fluids. 

2 •. Separation of the fluids. The lighter fluid moves up through 

the hollow shaft to the coolant pump. The heavy heatant moves down, _,. 

flows over a dam, and drops into the core outer annulus. 

). Pumping of the heatant by means of the axial impeller. 

4. Pumping of the coolant by means of a separate centrifugal 

pump rotor. 

\ ' ,_ 
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Figure 28 

ORNL-~g.-101~8 
UNCLASS IFnD 

POWERED FLUITJ CONTACTING HEAT E.XCHANGJER 

l CORE 

1 
1 

r 

cross-hatches identify stationary memberso 
core is statiomryo 
heatant sho'WD. in dispersed phase. 
heat exchange is counter-current~ 

coolant inlet 

__ _; T 
head 
developed 
in 
heatant 

.. 
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The entire heat exchanger would be suspended from bearings outside 

the core casing. .Note that there is only one shaft seal although there 

are two wearing rings, one on each.·side of the coolant pump fptor • 

. I 

-
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